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NYCentral Modeler
The NYCentral Modeler focuses on providing information about modeling of the railroad
in all scales. This issue features articles, photos, and reviews of NYC-related models and
layouts. The objective of the publication is to help members improve their ability to
model the New York Central and promote modeling interests. Contact us about doing an
article for us. mailto:NYCSHS@verizon.net
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New York Central System Historical Society
The New York Central System
Historical Society (NYCSHS) was
organized in March 1970 by the
combined efforts of several
former employees of the New
York Central Railroad. The
NYCSHS is chartered as a nonprofit corporation under the laws
of the state of Ohio. The vision of
the NYCSHS is to be the
preferred source of information
and products related to the New
York Central System. The mission
of the NYCSHS is to perpetuate
the legacy of the New York
Central System by acquiring and
preserving its history, traditions,
documents, and artifacts; and by
disseminating accurate information and products consistent
with good stewardship.
Your membership gets you four
issues of the popularly acclaimed

Central Headlight, the official
publication of the NYCSHS. The
Central Headlight is only available
to members, and each issue
contains a wealth of information
each quarter. From steam to diesel
(and electric), from freight to
passenger, from branchline to
mainline, the Central Headlight
covers them all. Our Annual
Meetings
focus
on
the
preservation of New York Central
railroad history with informative
speakers, presentations, and tours.
The Society also has many NYC
reference books and drawings
available for purchase. Membership is open to all; so don't delay;
join today! www.nycshs.net
Or you may download a membership form at:
https://nycshs.org/nycshsmembership/

Board of Directors
Nick Ariemma, J. Epperson, J.
P. Burgess, T.R. Gerbracht,
S.H. Lustig, D.T. Mackay, R.C.
Schiring, D. Staplin, R.L.
Stoving, J.C. Suhs, M.K.
Vescelus, N.F. Widdifield
Directors Emeriti:
J.P. Quinlivan (Founder)
D. Simonaitis, R.J. Barrett

Editor:
Noel Widdifield
Associate Editor: Bob Shaw
Engineering Dept.: Manuel
Duran-Duran
Harmon Files:
Larry Faulkner
O-Gauge Model Railroading:
Bob Shaw
Early Car Shop: Kyle Coble
Layout Drawing Artist:
Frank Knight

The NYCSHS Modelers Committee
We have a NYCSHS Modelers Committee that now has 14 members. We meet on the phone about
once a month to strategize about what to do to support NYC modeling for our members.
The members of the committee are Dave Staplin, (Chair), Brian Marotta, Jeff English, Dave Mackay,
Paul Pickard, Lawrence Faulkner, Manuel Duran-Duran, Kyle Coble, Dan Seligmann, Seth Lakin,
Larry Grant, Ralph Schiring, Noel Widdifield, and Rich Stoving.
We have released over 300 models at up to 20% off MSRP to our members and have sold more than
3,200 models and taken pre-orders for many more. We have offered several HO-scale, N-scale, and
O-scale models and are in the process of finding more HO-, N-, S-, and even O–scale models to be
released in coming months. Watch our website and Collinwood Shop online store for more
information. Website: NYCSHS.org and Collinwood Shop: NYCSHS.net
We have released many new NYC models over the last four years, but if you have some ideas for
us, contact us at NYCBigFour@verizon.net
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Greetings from the NYCSHS President
Dave Mackay, NYCSHS President
It’s been an interesting month, as it never seems to amaze me the depth of interest in
various facets of New York Central nomenclature. This month has been NYC Oval herald
month. It started with a discussion of what the Society has in way of an oval that could be
used for maintenance of way equipment, and then researching the Painting and Lettering
CD to see what might be applicable.
Then there was a fellow who was making a master to cast the NYC oval, and needed font
examples to finish up the pattern. I offered to assist, but I needed to know which version of
the oval he was looking for. That is a puzzling question for a lot of folks, as the assumption
is that they are all the same, and I can tell you from my past research, there are quite a few
variations of the oval. The oldest in the Society CD is a 1909 New York Central “Lines”
version, ending with a 1956 freight car example, which appears to be the last version before
the short lived 1957 “Script” herald, followed by the “Cigar Band” becoming the new look
on the railroad. There are fourteen different versions in these files, from versions for
advertising brochures, rugs, stock cars, and hoppers to Diesel nameplates and electric
locomotives. Most are proportioned to the same ratio, 1.5 to 1, but not all. There are also
subtle differences in the font over the years, with the 1956 version being a major
simplification. These are all being reviewed by the Modeling Committee to see about
producing the correct size decal for use on the nose of NYC F units, as none currently exist.
Having a “standard” to use to adapt to other equipment is also one of the goals.
It is a fascinating trip through history to see the evolution of the trademark oval, which we
all recognize immediately as the symbol of our favorite railroad, even if the one you
recognize as the standard isn’t the one that comes to my mind as the best representative of
the railroad. We all have favorites, and that’s how it should be.
The NYCSHS website has info about the NYC Logos at: https://nycshs.org/nycs-researchinformation/

We call these “Stand-in” models, as they are close to
New York Central prototypes, have the flavor of the
NYC, but are not true representations of particular
prototypes. Overall, the perception is of the New York
Central, hence they stand-in for NYC equipment.
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From the Cab
With the beginning of another new year I hope to get
going again on my HO-scale railroad that I started over
two years ago.
I am sure many of you also make New Year’s
resolutions to do more modeling, but like me the carry
through doesn’t always happen.
Hopefully, this year we will all spend a little more time
modeling the NYCS and as we do, we will also
remember to take good photos of our projects as they
unfold and then share them with us in articles. Or just
send us the photos of your finished model.
This issue again provides an excellent showcase for the
variety of modeling taking place within our
membership. It also showcases some of the diverse
ways that model railroading happens. Just look at all of
the ways we model and don’t forget to share your
modeling with us with an article or photos.
Send us an email today and tell us you will share your
modeling with us. You can also call me at 703-407-3059
to find out more or to express interest. We hope to hear
from you.
Check out our website to see some of the volunteer
opportunities to help us. We do need some additional
volunteers to keep the Society rolling along. If you
want to help, just send us an email or make a call to
volunteer. NYCSHS@verizon.net - 703-407-3059.
Website Opportunity List –
https://nycshs.org/volunteer-opportunities/
If you like what we do, or have suggestions, send me
your articles, comments, and/or corrections.
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

NYCSHS Publications & Info

The NYCentral Modeler
This publication of the NYCSHS is for the purpose
of providing NYCS modeling information. It is a
publication by the NYCSHS Modeling Committee –
- all rights reserved. It may be reproduced for
personal use only. It is not for sale.
We encourage articles and photos submitted for
publication. Materials submitted are considered to
be gratis and no reimbursement will be made to the
author(s) or the photographer(s) or his/her
representative(s). The Society reserves the right to
reject, for any reason, any material submitted.
We need articles for scales in addition to HO. We
have published articles in Z-, S-, N-, HO-, O-, 1/29-,
and 1/32-scales. We do need articles in all scales,
but want more non-HO articles.
Please contact the editor for submission information
and guidelines. We have a style guide to be used
for articles and will send it to any aspiring author.
Photos should be submitted at not less than 640 x
480 pixels and in JPG, TIFF or PDF format.
Statements and opinions made are those of the
authors and don’t necessarily represent those of the
Society.
We make every effort to ensure all information is
technically correct, but do not guarantee it for
accuracy. All articles and photos should be sent to:
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

We really want to hear what you think
concerning this issue and about your modeling
or collecting. We will help you tell your story.
Be sure to check out NYCSHS on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/New-YorkCentral-System-Historical-Society302109173240295/

NYCSHSFacebook

NYCSHS-Members

NYCSHS Central Headlight: R. L. Stoving stoving@ptd.net

NYCSHS Books: NYCSHS Book Collection

NYCSHS Website: www.nycshs.org

NYCentral Modeler: Noel Widdifield: NYCBigFour@verizon.net

NYC Drawings: Tom Gerbracht: trg6000@roadrunner.com

NYCentral Modeler

NYC Passenger Cars: Dave Mackay: mackdave@optimum.net
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Cover photo: Lima-Hamilton Class LRS-12as road-switcher #6208 (built as #5808 in 1950) was photographed at
Riverside Yard, Cincinnati, Ohio, on November 29, 1961. The unit was retired in 1965. — James Suhs collection
NYCSHS 2019 Calendar. This calendar contains 15 great photos including 7 in color. The calendars represent a wonderful
collection of photos from the glory days of the New York Central System. Each month has important historical events
listed on the days that they occurred. Select the calendar you want in the box above. Price $16.00. Ohio residents add Ohio
state sales tax. Shipping included for US only. Non-US orders have shipping added.

Click here to order from Collinwood Shop
Or send a check for $16.00 plus $1.28 Ohio sales tax if you are an Ohio resident to:
NYCSHS
2019 Calendar
P.O. Box 328
Shady Side, MD 20764

NYCentral Modeler
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New York Central System Historical Society
2019 Calendar Order Form

Please Print
Name__________________________________________________Member#_______
Address________________________________________________________________
City________________________State/Province______Zip/Postal Code__________
Country__________________Telephone_______________ Email_______________
Number of Calendars Purchased___________________________
Check or Money Order Amount Attached $________________________________
Make all checks or money orders out to NYCSHS
Calendars are $16.00 each. Shipping is free. Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio
Sales Tax or $1.28 per calendar. (US currency only.)

Mail this form and check or money order to:
NYCSHS
2019 Calendar Order
17038 Roosevelt Ave.
Lockport, IL 60441-4734
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New York Central System Historical Society, Inc.
2019 Convention & Meeting
Buffalo, New York - May 31 – June 2, 2019
Buffalo Niagara Marriott
1340 Millersport Highway
Amherst, NY 14221

Schedule
Friday, May 31, 2019
• Registration 9 am – 9 pm
• Self-Guided Layout Tours 10:00 am –
4:00 pm
• Presentations 3 pm – 9:00 pm
• Collinwood Shop open
Saturday, June 1, 2019
• GVT Excursion Lockport – Falls Road
• Medina Railroad Museum Tour & Train
Ride
• Lunch on Train
• Buffalo Central Terminal
• Cocktail Hour 5:00 pm
• Banquet 6:00 pm
• Guest Speaker Victor Hand - 8:00 pm
• Annual Meeting
• Collinwood Shop open after meeting
Sunday, June 2 2019
• Presentations 10:00 am – 2 pm
• Train & Railroadiana Show 10:00 am –
3:00 pm
• Collinwood Shop 10:00 am – 3 pm
NYCSHS Website: www.NYCSHS.org to
download registration forms.
Register in our store: www.NYCSHS.net

Historic Sites
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buffalo Central Terminal
Buffalo Zoo
Canalside
Delaware Park – Front Park System
Buffalo Botanical Gardens
Albright – Knox Gallery
Buffalo City Hall
Buffalo & Erie County Naval &
Military Park
Times Beach Nature Reserve
Frank Lloyd Wright’s Martin House
Niagara Falls

Hobby Stores & Layouts
•
•
•

Model Railroad Club of Buffalo
Michael Leonard’s Garden Railway
Botanical Gardens Railroad

Hotel Rooms
Hotel rooms will be available at the Buffalo
Niagara Marriott at $112.00 plus 13.75% tax per
night without breakfast. To qualify for this
reduced rate hotel reservations must be made prior
to May 1, 2019.
Website for hotel is:
http://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/bufnybuffalo-marriott-niagara/
Reservations should be made at 800-228-9290.
Mention NYCSHS to obtain this rate.

Presenters
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seth Lakin – “Building AMB – NYCS
Wood Cabooses”
Alex Schneider – “NYC Rebuilt Pullman
Cars”
Dave Mackay – “Heavyweight
Passenger Cars in HO-Scale”
Dave Staplin “A/C on NYC
Heavyweight Coaches”
Craig Weed – “Double Tracking –
Albany – Schenectady”
Jeff English (Tentative)
Joe Burgess – “NYC Bay Window
Cabooses”
John Dahl – “NY to Buffalo & Niagara
Falls on the Water Level Route”
Jerry Bertoldo – “NYCS Dining
Service”
Rich Stoving – “NYCS’s Streamstyled
Steam Locomotives”
Manuel Duran-Duran & Larry Faulkner
– “Digital Modeling of the NYCS”
Jim Suhs – “The Kankakee Belt Route”
Dan Maners – “Lines East Interlocking
Towers”
Ken Patterson – “Upper Harlem Division
Operations”
Richard Vanderbilt & Mike Fox –
“Restoring NYC E-Units”

We are still signing up presenters. If you have a
presentation you would like to give, contact Otto
Vondrak at ovondrak@yahoo.com
Disclaimer: The schedule & list of speakers and layouts
is the best that the committee understands as of
December 4, 2018, and may change due to factors
beyond its control.

New York Central System Historical Society
2019 Convention & Meeting
Buffalo, NY - May 31 – June 2, 2019
Registration Form

Please Print
Name of Attendee_______________________________________________________________Member #_________

Name(s) of Additional Attendee(s)_________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________________________________________
City______________________________________________State/Province_________Zip/Postal Code_________

Country_____________________________Telephone_____________________Email___________________________
Emergency Contact Name (Other than traveling companions)__________________________________

Emergency Contact Phone Number___________________________Relationship_______________________
Number of Attendees________________ Total Amount Paid $______________________

Banquet Choices: Number of each selection. (Must add up to the number of registrations.)
Beef___

Chicken____

Vegetarian_______

Please send payment & registration to: NYCSHS
Convention 2019
P.O. Box 328
Shady Side, MD 20764
Please make checks payable to NYCSHS, Inc.

Registration Fee:

NYCSHS Members’ (Including family members) cost is $179.00 each for all activities
including the Saturday evening banquet. Non-members can register at $179.00 plus a fee
of $44.00. The extra fee covers membership in the Society for one year, including all rights
and benefits, along with one year of the Central Headlight.
Hotel Rooms have been made available at the: Buffalo Marriott Niagara
1340 Millersport Highway
Amherst, NY 14221

https://www.ihg.com/holidayinn/hotels/us/en/independence/clein/hoteldetail

Please call the hotel directly at 1-716-689-6900. Rooms can be reserved at the rate of
$112.00 single plus 13.75% tax. Cut off date for a reservation is Tuesday, May 1, 2019. You
are responsible for making your own reservations. They are not included in this
registration.
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David Howarth – A Model Railraod Layout of the NYC West Shore River
Division
Page 38
This is David’s fifth part of a multi-part series on his designing and
constructing a layout of the West Shore in Australia. David is a
long-time NYCSHS member and is very active in the Australasian
Region of the NMRA. His layout is in 1/48-scale, and he even built
a new building to house the layout. His passion for the NYCS
comes from his interest in rail-marine interface centered on the New
York harbor area. He is also a long-time member of the Rail-Marine
Information Group. He continues to provide updates on his NYCS layout in this continuation of the series.

Bob Chapman – NYC Shines at Chicagoland RPM

Page 50

Bob Chapman is a lifelong model railroader, currently modeling in HO his
hometown Cincinnati with its seven fallen flags – B&O, C&O, L&N, NYC,
N&W, PRR, and SR. He enjoys writing about the hobby, with over 80
published articles in Model Railroader, Railroad Model Craftsman,
Mainline Modeler, and several historical societies, along with co-authoring
the book “L&N Passenger Trains”.
On the prototype, Bob achieved his lifelong dream as a licensed steam locomotive engineer,
running for ten years on Michigan’s narrow gauge Huckleberry Railroad followed by Iowa’s
Boone & Scenic Valley Railroad.
Bob attended University of Cincinnati and Stanford University, and enjoyed a 34-year career
with Dow Corning in Midland, Michigan in finance, product development, business
management, and as Chief Information Officer. He and Barb currently reside in Highlands
Ranch, Colorado.

Will Tajibnapis – And Now for Something Completely Different

Page 53

Will, his wife Chris, and their three cats, live in Minneapolis, MN in a 107year old house. Will is a naturalized US citizen, formally an Indonesian
citizen, but was born in The Netherlands, so his earliest memory of trains
is of the electrified MU trains of that country. He went to college in New
York, where he had his initial first-hand acquaintance with the New York
Central and the New Haven railroads.
After attending graduate school in computer science at the University of Michigan (Ann
NYCentral Modeler
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Arbor), Will went to work in IT for the Soo Line Railroad in Minneapolis, MN. After eight
years there, he went to work in IT for Republic Airlines, which two years later merged with
Northwest Airlines. In 1993 he was able to achieve his goal of working in operations by
becoming a Gate Agent, still his favorite job. He got married in 2003. In 2007, he moved back
into management, where his job became redundant in 2009 due to the merger with Delta
Airlines. His last two jobs, prior to retiring last year, were City Bus Driver and Prescription
Delivery Driver. Will’s other interests include playing the piano, sailing, and bicycling.

BobShaw – Making a Terrace Featuring Timplate Stations, Walkover and
Waiting Platforms
Page 64
A native of Schenectady, NY, Bob’s interest the NYC began when he
was a boy peering out of the window of his dad’s Studebaker as they
drove by the huge ALCO Works. He marveled at the size of the new
steam engines he saw, many with NYC markings, and was pleased
when Santa left a real Lionel 2026 steam engine set under the tree.
Bob likes to talk trains with friends as a member of TCA (Train Collectors Association),
LOTS (Lionel Operating Train Society), and NYCSHS, as he attended our Convention in
Cleveland for the first time.
Bob wrote twelve previous layout articles about building his NYC Water Level Route layout.
In Part 13 of his O-Gauge Model Railroading column, Bob reviews building a six foot terrace
featuring vintage “tinplate” stations, a passenger walkover bridge and scratch-built waiting
platforms.
Retired from careers as a corporate communications manager and special education teacher,
Bob and his wife Wanda live in southern Michigan. When not “training”, they enjoy visiting
their twin sons, spoiling their two grandchildren, traveling and getting together with
friends. In addition, Bob heads a LLC that provides marketing and communications
consulting to global clients.

NYCentral Modeler
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Vinny DeRobertis – New York & Hudson Valley Railroad in HO-Scale – 2

Page 73

Vinny lived in New York State for the first 24 years of my life. He was born
in The Bronx and grew-up in Westchester and Dutchess counties. He
obtained an Electrical Engineering degree from RPI in Troy, NY. Soon after
college he married his high school sweetheart and moved to NC. He is
currently living in Apex, NC and enjoys walking and riding his bike in
nature and occasional camping trips with his son. He also plays guitar and
is an avid fan of the Grateful Dead. They have 3 grown children Janelle
(25), Nicholas (24) and Renee (19).
The NY&HV RR welcomes visitors! Vinny encourages modelers who are
in the Apex, NC area to contact him (vinny.derobertis@gmail.com) to
arrange a visit.

Brian Marotta – A Pipe Leak Leads to Scenery Work & More Water
Page 86
While progress on his layout hasn’t always been on an upward slope,
Brian Marotta has modeled the New York Central since 1998. He has been
collecting N scale for most of his life, when his mother bought him a basic
N scale train set when they lived in an apartment and didn’t have space for
anything larger. As a child in the 1980s, he would spend time watching
trains along both sides of the Hudson River with one of his uncles, who
would provide commentary on the mighty New York Central and its
famous trains that used to ply the rails. Modeling a small section of the Hudson Division
allows him to have a slice of east coast railroading in his Colorado home.
He juggles his time between model railroading, family time, being active in the outdoors,
and working as an aerospace engineer. He is fortunate to have a wife that fully supports his
hobby and is always willing to push him down into the basement when he needs time to
decompress. His love of trains is also not lost on his 4 year old daughter, who asked to have
her own oval of N scale to run and happily joins him when he is working on his layout.

NYCentral Modeler
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The NYCentral Modeler Continues to Need Articles
We are able to continue to publish this magazine because a few of you have been willing to
send us photos and articles about NYCS modeling. We know from our surveys that we have
almost 1,000 NYCS modelers out there in the membership. I know many of you think you
don’t have the ability to write an article, but we all do. We can provide you with tools to
help write an interesting and informative article for us. We really want to know more about
your collecting, modeling, or your layout. It only takes a couple of hours, and a camera or
cell phone to create a short article. All it takes is a phone call or email to us to get you
started. Help us help you to tell our members about your hobby. We are interested in all
scales and all of the different ways we share this hobby. Our readers want to hear about
your modeling. Please send us an email or give us a call, so we can help you get started.
NYCSHS@verizon.net or 703-407-3059
Thanks, Noel Editor, NYCentral Modeler

NYCentral Modeler
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NYCentral Modeler – “Mystery Photo”

Tell us what you think this building might be and where it was found. For extra credit tell us the
date and occasion for the photo. Send your answers to NYCSHS@verizon.net

Hall of Heroes- Two of our new authors will receive our
NYCSHS Magazine Writer T-Shirt for their first article in the
magazine.
Bob Chapman and Brian Marotta join our Hall of Heroes and
receive a T-shirt

NYCentral Modeler
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Join the NYCSHS Today and Be a Part of the Best

Visit the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop
As a NYCSHS member, you enjoy a 20% discount on many of the items in the store. We
offer a wide-selection of models, engineering drawing CDs and DVDs, movie DVDs,
NYCSHS calendars, a large collection of books on the NYCS, hats, T-shirts, sweatshirts,
jackets, polo shirts, dress shirts, towels, blankets, plaques, patches, mouse pads, cups, and
art prints -- all with the NYC logo.
Our model selection includes NYCS locos, rolling stock, and buildings, and they all are at
20% off MSRP. For some of the locos this means a savings of more than $50 each.
To take advantage of this 20% savings, you must join today. Memberships start at only $44
per year and bring many benefits in addition to the 20% savings in the “Collinwood Shop”.
Join using the application on page 40 or Click here to join at the “Collinwood Shop”.

NYCentral Modeler
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New York Central System
Historical Society
P.O. Box 264, Emerson, NJ 07630-0264

2019 New Membership Application
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight ------------------------------------

$44.00

---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------ ADD
Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight
---- Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ------ ADD
---- Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ----- ADD

$15.00

Options:
Contributing Member *
Sustaining Member

$44.00
$15.00
$31.00

---------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$16.00

* ----------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$36.00

TOTAL

$____________

* Those members who wish to render greater support to the work of the Society.
These generous contributors will be acknowledged in Central Headlight.
Membership runs January 1 to Dec. 31.
You may also purchase membership on-line in Collinwood Shop
http://www.nycshs.net/Memberships_c_14.html

Please fill in all blanks.
Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________________________________________

State: _________

9 Digit Zip________________________
Country if outside U.S.A. _______________________________________________________________
e-Mail Address: _______________________________________ Phone: _________________________
Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? ________ What Scale? __________________________
Special Interest(s): _____________________________________________________________________
May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members?
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties.

Yes

No
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New York Central System
Historical Society
P.O. Box 264, Emerson, NJ 07630-0264

2019 Membership Renewal Form
Regular Member – U.S. w/print Central Headlight ------------------------------------

$44.00

---- Digital Edition of Central Headlight (US Members only) ------------------ ADD
Regular Member – International w/digital edition Central Headlight
---- Canada & Mexico - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ------ ADD
---- Other Countries - w/print Central Headlight Magazine Postage ----- ADD
Life Member * (Return form to retain membership) ------------------------------------Charter Member * (Member #’s 1-350 only) ------------------------------------------------

$15.00

Options:
Contributing Member *
Sustaining Member

$44.00
$15.00
$31.00
$ --0-$40.00

---------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$16.00

* ----------------------------------------------------------------- ADD

$36.00

TOTAL

$____________ _

* Those members who wish to render greater support to the work of the Society. These generous contributors will be
acknowledged in Central Headlight. Life and Charter categories are for existing Life and Charter Members ONLY.
Membership runs January 1 to Dec. 31.
You may also renew your membership on-line in Collinwood Shop
http://www.nycshs.net/Memberships_c_14.html

Please fill in all blanks.

****

Membership #_________________

Name: _________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: ________________________________________________________________

State: _________

9 Digit Zip________________________

Yes

Is this a new address?

No

Country if outside U.S.A. _______________________________________________________________
e-Mail Address: _______________________________________ Phone: _________________________
Modeling Interest: Do you model the NYC? ________ What Scale? __________________________
Special Interest(s): _____________________________________________________________________
May the NYCSHS share your name and contact information with other NYCSHS Members?
Your personal information will never be shared with outside parties.

Yes

No
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N-Scale Rolling Stock

sill. There are minor differences in the side windows
and bay windows as well.

Bluford Shops
These cabooses are an acceptable stand in model until
a more accurately detailed model becomes available.
MSRP 39.95 Expected Delivery 2019
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.
http://bluford-shops.com/index.html
New York Central adopted the cigar band style
logo and Century Green paint in the summer of
1959 and this paint scheme began to appear on
NYC’s fleet of half-bay window cabooses at that
point. Running boards and ladders were still
standard equipment.
Buford Shops' newest offering a N-scale half bay
window caboose includes a New York Century
Green model. The ready-to-run models feature
magnetically operating knuckle couplers, Fox
Valley Models metal wheels, wire grab irons,
window “glass”, and plenty of weight. Road
numbers 21039 and 21047 are offered.
The model is painted to represent one of NYC's lot
919 bay window cabooses. These 100 cars were
built at NYC's Despatch Shops in East Rochester
New York in 1963 and numbered 21000 to 21099.
These cabooses were the first NYC's cabooses
delivered in Century Green and the first that were
compliant with the Pooled Caboose Agreement
between the Order of Railway Conductors &
Brakemen, the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen
and the NYC. The lot 919 cabooses feature stainless
steel iceboxes, flush toilets, 50-gallon water tanks,
axel-driven generators for electric lighting and a
railroad radio.
The N-scale model is patterned after an International
Car Company caboose that was sold to many
railroads. There are some differences between the
model and the prototype NYC lot 919 caboose. Some
of these differences include three welded panels on
either side of the bay window, where the prototype
has four riveted panels on either side of the bay
window. Their bottom side sill on the model has a
straight sill while the prototype lot 919 has a tabbed

NYCentral Modeler
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NYC Russell Snowplow
One of the first, and most common types of
railroad snowplows used was the wedge plow.
As its name implies the wedge plow used a
simple wedged design, in later years made from
reinforced iron or steel. The railroad snowplow
itself was usually attached to the front of either
a customized rail car of some type with a
pilothouse attached to the top for the spotting
crew. One of the most common types of wedge
plows were those built by the Russell Snow
Plow Company, which began manufacturing the
machines after World War I. Developed with a
bit of versatility, Russell’s were equipped with
wings attached to the outside of what was
known as the "tongue" (the wedge device that
actually plowed the snow clear of the track),
which could be adjusted. All wedge plows
could not propel themselves and required being
pushed by a locomotive.
NYC Russell snowplows were numbered 611,
618, 619, 623, 625, 630, 636, 637, 638, 640, 641,
642, 644, 645, 648, 653, 662, 663, 664, 698 that
were still in service with Conrail in 1995.
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FEATURES:
• Weighted, Detailed Underframe
• Crisply Molded Body Detail
• Knuckle Couplers
• Window Glazing
MSRP $32.95 Expected Delivery 2nd Qtr. 2019
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.
https://www.walthers.com/
Micro-Trains

NYC Coach
This Paired-window coach is painted in the twotone post-war gray scheme with white New
York Central letters. The roof is black and
underframe is dark gray and runs on 6-wheel
passenger trucks. These commuter coaches were
often seen throughout the NYC system.
MSRP $31.80 Expected Deliver Now
https://www.micro-trains.com/

HO-Scale Locomotives
Walthers

NYC ALCo PA/PB DC & DCC $419.98w/
Sound
One of the most handsome diesels ever built are
the ALCo PA and matching PB Alco
locomotives. Introduced in 1946, these sleek and
stylish speedsters wore a rainbow of color

NYCentral Modeler

schemes, and handled passenger and some fast
freight service into the 1960s.
Features:
• Limited edition - one time run of these road
numbers!
• Prototypes in passenger service from late 1940s
to 1960s - some later used in freight service
• Same powerful drive as WalthersProto(R)
locos featuring:
o Five-pole skew-wound motor
o 14:1 gear ratio
o Helical-cut gears for quiet
operation and easy multiple unit
operation
o All-wheel drive and electrical
pickup
o Dual machined brass flywheels
o Heavy die-cast metal chassis
o Constant LED lighting
• Factory-installed handrails
• Molded drill starter points for grab irons easily added with Alco PA-PB Diesel Detail
Kit (#910-252, sold separately)
• RP-25 metal wheels
• Proto MAX(TM) metal knuckle couplers
• Same powerful drive as
WalthersProto(R) locos featuring:
o Five-pole skew-wound motor
o 14:1 gear ratio
o Helical-cut gears for quiet
operation and easy multiple
unit operation
o All-wheel drive and electrical
pickup
o Dual machined brass flywheels
o Heavy die-cast metal chassis
o Constant LED lighting
• Factory-installed handrails
• Molded drill starter points for grab
irons - easily added with Alco PA-PB
Diesel Detail Kit (#910-252, sold
separately)
• RP-25 metal wheels
• Proto MAX(TM) metal knuckle couplers
MSRP $299.98 DC/ $419.98 DCC/Sound AUnits DC $159.98/ DCC $219.98 Expected
Delivery Sep 2019
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.
https://www.walthers.com/
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HO-Scale Rolling Stock

NYC Pullman Standard Lightweight Dinner

Scale Trains

Features:
•
•

Pullman-Standard PS-2CD 4785cf Covered
Hopper, New York Central/NYC
Designed from builder drawings and field
measurements, the all-new Pullman-Standard
4785cf Covered Hopper is the latest freight car
from ScaleTrains.com. Perfect for modelers from
the 1960s until today, these cars are an
important part of the P-S covered hopper
family. Since the beginning, these cars have
crisscrossed North America running in groups
and singles in freight trains. These models
feature numerous roof hatch, outlet gate,
running board, and end “cage” support
variations per roadname and production group.
Features:
• New York Central (NYC) series NYC
886826-887025, built September-October
1967, P-S Lot #9263
• Era: 1967-1990s
• NYC Class 138-H
• As-built paint and configuration
• Short-track gravity outlets
• As-built pressed steel trough loading
hatches
• Tall end vertical grab supports with
long center sills
• Handbrake on tall end vertical support
• Apex (slotted) running boards and
coupler platforms
MSRP $39.99 Expected Delivery February 2019
https://www.scaletrains.com/
Rapido

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full underbody detail including all separate
piping
48 seats, 40 seats, or diner-lounge interior
arrangements
Multi-color interior with separate chairs,
tables and kitchen details
Tables have detailed place settings
Track-powered “Easy-Peasy” lighting
operated by magnetic wand (included)
Capacitor installed for flicker-free lighting
over dirty track
Super-detailed 41-BNO-11 or 41-N-11 trucks
with in-line brake shoes
Working improved diaphragms with
etched-metal end gates
Separate grab irons installed at the factory
Water jugs and marker lights included in
the box for ultimate realism
Improved Macdonald-Cartier couplers
installed at the correct height
Long-shank couplers included for curves
down to 18” radius

MSRP $119.95 Expected Delivery Late 2019
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.
https://www.rapidotrains.com/
Accurail

CCC&St.L 36’ Double Sheath Wood Boxcar
(Steel Roof, Steel Ends & Fishbelly Underframe)
MSRP $18.98 Expected Delivery Now
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.

NYCentral Modeler
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more of them. Eight of these Class H-10s were
delivered to the B&A in 1923. These locomotives
were built by ALCo, were designated as Class
H-10a and assigned road numbers 183-190.

LS&MS 36’ Double Sheath Wood Boxcar
The LS&MS car number is a Spec 248 car.
The Accurail car is fairly good for the 248 car. There
are lots of little detail variations, so any modeler who
cares would have to do a lot of their own homework to
determine what changes they'd want to make to the
Accurail to satisfy their individual standard for
accuracy. These cars would have been relettered and
numbered as NYC cars in 1923. The most modern
LS&MS cars lasted into the late 1930s.
MSRP $18.98 Expected Delivery Now
Available in the Collinwood Shop at 20% off
MSRP for NYCSHS members.
http://www.accurail.com/accurail/

O-Scale Locomotives

Features:
• All brass construction
• Super detailing
• Lighted dials on backhead
• Fully detailed cab interior
• Figures
• Sunset “Quiet drive” Mechanism
• Large can motor
• Sprung drivers and tender wheels
• .054 3-rail, 56” 2-rail track capable
• Available in NYC, P&LE & B&A (4wheel truck tender)
• 3R Models: EER cruise,
TMCC/Railsounds
• Coil Coupler
• 2/4 Sync smoke
MSRP $1699.95 Expected Delivery: TBD
Reserve Today
http://www.3rdrail.com/
MTH

Sunset Models

NYC Hudson
ALCo P&LE & B&A H-10a
In 1922, Lima delivered an experimental 2-8-2
locomotive to the NYC, which was a heavier
Class than those in current use that could
deliver 4470 pounds more tractive effort and
was also equipped with a booster, which added
another 11,000 pounds of tractive force. This
locomotive was designated as Class H-10 and
was given road number 8000.
Satisfied with the H-10 the NYC ordered 200

NYCentral Modeler

Built mainly in Alco’s Schenectady shops in the
late 1920s and 1930s, the NYC Hudsons were
part of the “super-power” era of steam
technology that began with Lima’s A1 Berkshire
in 1924. Super power engines were the external
combustion engine refined to its finest form,
with technological advances such as bigger
fireboxes supported by 4-wheel trailing trucks;
higher pressure, more efficient boilers;
superheaters to increase the heat of the steam so
it could do more work; and larger drivers for
speed and power (79” on the Hudsons).
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Features:
Detailed, Die-Cast Boiler and
Chassis
•
Authentic Paint Scheme
•
Real Tender Coal Load
•
Die-cast Loco and Tender Trucks
•
Handpainted Engineer and Fireman
•
Painted Cab Backhead Gauges
•
Metal handrails, whistle & bell
•
Tender truck safety chains
•
Metal wheels & axles
•
Remote–controlled Proto coupler
•
Proto Rule 17 Lighting
•
LED headlight and backup light
•
LED illuminated number boards, cab interior,
class & marker lights, firebox glow
•
Synchronized puffing ProtoSmoke system
•
DCC/DCS decoder
•
Proto-Sound 3.0 w/Digital Command System
•
20-3/4” X 3 ½”X35/8”
•
Operates on O-31 curves
MSRP $479.95 Expected Delivery TBD
•

NYC L-3a Mohawk – MTH Premier

Class L-3 engines were delivered in three
subclasses. ALCo-built class L-3a Mohawks
were dual service steamers with roller bearings
on all axles. Class L-3b engines, built by both
ALCo and Lima, and class L-3c built by ALCo,
were fast freight locomotives. Lima-built L-3b's
carried a cylindrical Elesco feedwater heater
atop their smokebox fronts, while all other L-3's
had Worthington feedwater heaters.
Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Detailed, Die-Cast Boiler and Chassis
Detailed, Die-Cast Tender Body
Authentic Paint Scheme
Real Tender Coal Load
Four road numbers
Die-Cast Locomotive Trucks
• Handpainted Engineer and Fireman

NYCentral Modeler

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Metal Handrails, Whistle and Bell
Metal Wheels and Axles
Remote-Controlled Proto-Coupler
O-Scale Kadee-Compatible Coupler
Mounting Pads
Prototypical Rule 17 Lighting
Constant Voltage LED Headlight
Operating LED Firebox Glow, Number
board Lights, Cab Interior
5-Pole Precision Flywheel-Equipped
Skew-Wound Motor
Synchronized Puffing ProtoSmoke
Locomotive Speed Control In Scale MPH
Onboard DCC/DCS Decoder
Proto-Scale 3-2 3-Rail/2-Rail Conversion
1:48 Scale Dimensions
Proto-Sound 3.0 With The Digital
Command System Featuring Quillable
Whistle With Passenger Station ProtoEffects
Unit Measures: 28 1/4" x 3 7/8" x 2 5/8"
Operates On O-54 Curves

MSRP $1,199.95 Expected Delivery TBD

NYC EMD GP-40
While the GP40 heralded the introduction of a
new motor, it also marked the beginning of a
long goodbye to the four-axle road diesel. Under
the frame, railroads were seeing that six-wheel
trucks, once an expedient for spreading out
engine weight on lighter-duty track, were more
suited to the increasing tonnage and speed of
modern freight service. The GP40 and its
successor, the GP40-2, were the last highhorsepower, four-axle Geeps to sell in large
quantities.
During a six-year production run that began in
1965, over 1200 GP40s were sold to U.S.,
Canadian and Mexican railroads. Notably
absent from the list of original owners, however,
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were western heavy haulers Santa Fe and Union
Pacific; both roads purchased fleets of six-axle
EMD SD40s and SD40-2s. Although the lighterduty, four-axle GP38 series continued to be a
strong seller, the transition to the six axle, highhorsepower unit - which would become the
standard road diesel of the 21st century - began
in the era of the GP40.
Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Detailed, Durable ABS Body
Die-Cast Truck Sides, Pilots and Fuel
Tank
Metal Chassis
Metal Handrails and Horn
Moveable Roof Fans
Metal Body Side Grilles
Detachable Snow Plow
(2) Handpainted Engineer Cab Figures
Authentic Paint Scheme
Metal Wheels, Axles and Gears
(2) Remote-Controlled Proto-Couplers
O-Scale Kadee-Compatible Coupler
Mounting Pads
Prototypical Rule 17 Lighting
Directionally Controlled Constant
Voltage LED Headlights
Lighted LED Cab Interior Light
Illuminated LED Number Boards
Lighted LED Marker Lights
(2) Precision Flywheel-Equipped Motors
(2) Operating ProtoSmoke Diesel
Exhaust Units
Playable Horn Sounds
Onboard DCC/DCS Decoder
Locomotive Speed Control In Scale
MPH Increments
Proto-Scale 3-2 3-Rail/2-Rail
Conversion Capable
1:48-Scale Proportions
Proto-Sound 3.0 With The Digital
Command System Featuring Freight
Yard Proto-Effects
Unit Measures: 15 1/2" x 2 3/4" x 4"

MSRP $499.95 Expected Delivery TBD

P&E GP-7
Railroads bought Geeps for mainline service
and relegated older power to secondary lines as
they had always done. But his brainchild
became the runaway best-seller among firstgeneration diesel power. U.S. and Canadian
railroads bought nearly 7,000 copies of the 1500
horsepower GP7, introduced in 1949, and the
1750 horsepower GP9, produced from 1954
through 1963.
Features:
• Detailed, Durable ABS Body
• Die-Cast Truck Sides, Pilots and Fuel Tank
• Metal Chassis
• Metal Handrails and Horn
• Metal Body Side Grilles
• Detachable Snow Plow
• (2) Handpainted Engineer Cab Figures
• Authentic Paint Scheme
• Metal Wheels, Axles and Gears
• (2) Remote-Controlled Proto-Couplers
• O-Scale Kadee-Compatible Coupler Mounting
• Prototypical Rule 17 Lighting
• Directionally Controlled Constant Voltage
LED Headlights
• Lighted LED Cab Interior Light
• Illuminated LED Number Boards
• Lighted LED Marker Lights
• (2) Precision Flywheel-Equipped Motors
• Operating ProtoSmoke Diesel Exhaust
• Onboard DCC/DCS Decoder
• Locomotive Speed Control In Scale MPH
• Proto-Scale 3-2 3-Rail/2-Rail Conversion
• 1:48-Scale Proportions
• Proto-Sound 3.0 With The Digital Command
System Featuring Freight Yard
• Unit Measures: 14 3/4" x 2 1/2" x 3 3/4"
• Operates On O-31 Curves
MSRP $499.95 Expected Delivery TBD
https://mthtrains.com/
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O-Scale Rolling Stock
MTH

• Separate Metal Handrails
• 1:48 Scale Dimensions
• Measures: 10 1/2” x 2 1/4” x 3 1/2”
• Operates On O-31 Curves
MSRP $64.95 Expected Delivery TBD

NYC Stainless Streamlined Passenger Cars
P&E Boxcar
Features:
Intricately Detailed Durable ABS Body
Metal Wheels and Axles
Die-Cast 4-Wheel Trucks
Operating Die-Cast Metal Couplers
Colorful, Attractive Paint Schemes
Detailed Brake Wheel
Fast-Angle Wheel Sets
Needle-Point Axles
Sliding Car Doors
Unit Measures: 11 5/8” x 2 1/2” x 3
3/8”
•
Operates On O-27 Curves
MSRP $59.95 Expected Delivery TBD
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4-Car 60’ Passenger Set $339.95
MSRP Sleeper/Diner Set
$84.95, Vista Dome $89.95

$169.95, Coach

The NYC had no 60’ passenger cars. –As
indicated above Expected Delivery TBD
https://mthtrains.com/

Magazines
Classic Toy Trains, November 2018

“Photo Album “ p. 10

NYC Bay Window Caboose
Features:
• Intricately Detailed, Durable ABS Body
• Stamped Metal Floor
• Metal Wheels and Axles
• Die-Cast 4-Wheel Trucks
• Fast-Angle Wheel Sets
• Needle-Point Axles
• (2) Operating Die-Cast Metal Couplers
• Caboose Interior With Overhead
Lighting
• Detailed Brake Wheel

NYCentral Modeler

A photo of Fred Laubie’s O-gauge layout
includes a NYC 4-6-4 Hudson on his double
tracked main line.
Classic Toy Trains, December 2018

“Tips & Techniques” page 74
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The article tells how to set up a rotating model
train display for the Holidays using a motorized
Christmas tree stand. The photo on this page
and page 3 features a Lionel NYC 20402
traveling around the tree on an O-31 track.
HO Collector,

4th

“Railroad Historical Society Directory” pp. 92
– 93
The NYCSHS is listed in this feature.
Model Railroad News, December 2018

Qtr. 2018

“Lionel HO for the Ages, by Dr. Geoff Bunza,
pp. 38 – 45
The article by Dr. Bunza, NYCSHS member,
covers Lionel’s adventures in HO-scale model
production from 1957 to the present. It features
several photos, drawings and description of
NYC locos and rolling stock.

“Pullman-Standard 4785 Covered Hoppers in
HO-Scale from ScaleTrains.com” p. 61
This one covers the second run of these “Rivet
Counter” series hoppers. It includes the NYC.
The Train Collectors Quarterly, October 2018

Model Railroad News, November 2018

“Mystery Train Car” by Joe Rybicki p. 12

“Fowler Joins Accurail Line-Up”, by Tony
Cook, pp. 26 -28
Tony does a review of Accurail’s lineup of
Fowler 36’ wood side boxcars. It includes one
photo of the NYC version.

The article is about a car the author obtained
and tried to figure out the origin. The car is a
small crane car marked with N.Y.C. R.R. The
Ives Society concludes that is was made by an
outside contractor as a presentation piece for a
NYC executive. There are several photos and
the car is interesting.
Trains, December 2018

“Walthers Announces Heavyweight RPO”, p.
68
This short article covers the new car from
Walthers including the two-tone gray with
Clerestory roof NYC version.

NYCentral Modeler
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“A Glass Half Full” pp. 34-35
A photo from Bear Mountain by Karl
Zinnermann of Amtrak’s northbound to Albany
Empire Service with the sleeper-buffet-loungeobservation car, Hickory Creek bringing up the
rear on a beautiful day on the old NYC “Water
Level Route”. It is preceded by NYC No. 3 a
business car build by Pullman in 1928 for
Harold S. Vanderbilt.

manufacturing them for Menards we have been
told.
They issued a catalog for December 2018 that
lists numerous rolling stock and structure items.
They are adding to their model railroad
products every month.
The NYC items
available include: a NYCS sign; a NYC Flatcar
with Mountain Dew Track; and two NYC
Boxcars (Pacemaker & Cigar Band).

2019 Catalogs
MTH RailKing

Want to read a really fun mystery story
from the early 1900s?
https://mthtrains.com/catalogsnew/4043
Walthers

This is just one of the many examples of some of
the material to be found in the latest NYCSHS
archive product DVD.

https://www.walthers.com/walthersreference-book-a3917d
News

Order one of our NYC Lines Magazine 1919 –
1932 DVDs and enjoy this mystery and many
other fine articles from this magazine published
for NYC employees during those interesting
years.
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-ArchiveProducts-Photos-and-Val-Maps-_c_180.html

Menards
Menards began to offer HO-Scale and O-Scale
model trains several years ago. Bachmann is

NYCentral Modeler
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Hi Noel,

Dear Society Directors,

I was browsing the great info here:
https://nycshs.org/nycs-researchinformation/
Can you point me to any of the actual
NYC Oval drawings? Reading the articles
is very interesting, but I would like to see
the actual NYC drawings for their
ovals. Are they available in a digital
form?

I attended Saturday's session at the
headquarters, and I enjoyed it very
much. I wish to thank every person who
made it such a nice success. I would
attend more such sessions in the future
should they be offered within my
geographical range.

For Example, any of the logos referenced
on page 7 of this article:
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2014
/05/the-nyc-oval.pdf
V-55732, X-55873, V-57621, G-57900

Noel,

Another example, the Scothcal Logos
referenced on p. 19 of this article:
https://nycshs.files.wordpress.com/2014
/05/the-nyc-oval-part2.pdf
V-58726, V-58950
Thanks for any assistance you can provide.
Dan Kohlberg
Dan,
All of these Central Headlight articles on
the oval are online on our NYCSHS
website, www.nycshs.org and the articles
about
the
oval
can
be
seen
at https://nycshs.org/nycs-researchinformation/
The drawings are available in our
Collinwood Shop as Item #8026 “NYCS
Drawing Files Painting-Lettering-Logo
(Cars, Bridge Ovals, Brake Stencils, Etc.)
Thanks, Noel

NYCentral Modeler

Rick Kalmbach, Findlay, OH

Thank you for the hospitality and it was a
great pleasure to meet you and the rest of
the NYCSHS team!
First, all of us that attended would like to
volunteer our services on the Modelers’ &
Manufacturers’ Development Committee. We are excited to both, offer our
services to the committee on increasing
both breadth and accuracy of NYC models
produced, including adding contacts to the
list of manufacturers.
Second, we would like to cordially invite
you to our Great New York State Train
Fair the first weekend in November. We’d
love to have you visit not only the fair, but
also our museum and library (I’ve
included the link).
Sincerely, Mario Scaizo, Liverpool, NY
Mario,
I enjoyed meeting and talking with you
too. I have forwarded your email to the
chair of the Modelers Committee. You
should hear from him soon.
I have been thinking about your telling us
about your daughter’s Christmas railroad
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and thought that a short article about that
would make a nice addition to our next
NYCentral Modeler. Would you be
willing to do a short article about it with
several photos? If so, do it in MS Word
and do not imbed the photos in the
text. Indicate where the photos should go
and send them separately. Also write a
short one or two sentence caption for each
photo on a separate MS Word document.

decals. Window glazing and wipers and
sunshades.

Thanks, Noel
Noel,
Of course! As you may not know, I call
my village Hickory Creek, NY. (We used
to live on Hickory Street, and it’s homage
to the observation car). And it’s the North
Pole Central, which uses the NYC’s oval
logo.
For videos on my YouTube Channel
(CentralFan1976), I’ve created a playlist
just of my layout for you to
watch: Hickory Creek, NY.
I’ve been watching your layout videos on
the “Garden Trains” channel.
I also have a private playlist of videos that
I don’t have copyright rights to: NYC &
Other RRs
Mario
Noel,
Here is my latest. An ALCo Models Lima
Hamilton switcher Chicago River &
Indiana Railroad. New gears, can motor,
Tsunami 2 sound decoder with IPhone 5
speaker. Warm Led Lighting front and
rear light. Custom paint and custom made.

NYCentral Modeler

Thanks,
Dean Apostal, Granada Hills, CA
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Noel,
Can you help me understand
construction of this coal trestle?

the

Howie Mann, Plainview, NY
Howie,
The trestle supporting the track and the
"cover" appears to be supported by what
we call four pile bents, so named because
four pile driven in a row perpendicular to
the track make up a bent. The pile is
driven to a pre-determined depth or until
it hits rock. The two interior pile in each
bent are driven vertically and the two
outside
pile
are
driven
on
a
"batter." Batter means angle, so they act
laterally as braces in addition to carrying
the vertical load. The pile are made from
trees, so yes, they are round. Think heavy
wooden telephone pole. Each bent of four
piles is topped by a cap, a large timber,

NYCentral Modeler

and rectangular in cross section. Since this
trestle is covered, the caps will be longer
because they go out to support the cover,
not just the track. It is likely the clearance
requires something like 7.5 to 8 feet from
the centerline of the track. That means the
opening of the cover is 15- to 15-feet wide,
so the pile caps have to just a bit wider
than that to support the framing for the
cover. Just as information, for mainline
use, timber trestles often had 5 or 6 pile
bents, but for this trestle, speeds are
walking and car weights are light.
Between the bents, which are customarily
12 to 15 feet apart (14 is common), there
are heavy timbers spanning the open
space and fastened to the top of the
caps. These are called stringers and are
again,
rectangular
in
cross
section. Depending on the size, there are
probably something like 2 or 3 supporting
EACH rail. In this case, I would say 2 is
more likely, because when the pockets of
the hopper cars are open, coal will fall
outside the rail as well as inside the
rail. Normally, bridge ties would sit on
top of the stringers and the rail would be
spiked to these. However, in this case,
since they are dumping cars, the rails
might be spiked straight to the stringers so
the area in the middle remains
open. There are probably some metal tie
bars between the rails to hold the track in
gage. They would drill holes in the web of
the rail and the metal bars would be
threaded on both sides of the web for
nuts. As an alternative, they could also
put a regular bridge tie in every so
often. It would not interfere much with
the dumping.
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There would be stringers spanning the
space between bents on the ends of the
caps in this case, because there is a need
for support for the framing for the
cover. You can see from the photo that the
cover is pretty much framed like any
wooden building, with studs supporting
roof joists. Because of the height of the
studs, I am guessing there are some
diagonal braces framed into them.
There would be a plank walkway laid on
top of the pile caps inside of the stringer
that supports the cover. Workers would
need the walkway access to the sides of
the hopper cars to knock open the locks on
the hopper doors. The doors are mounted
on car structure we call “pockets”. There
would be a space between the walkway
and the stringers supporting the track to
allow coal from the outside of the hopper
cars to run down into the catchment
below. They probably used sheet metal on
top of the track stringers sloping from the
top of the running rail to the edge of the
stringers so that the coal dumping from
the portion of the hopper directly over the
rail runs off instead of piling up on the rail
and track stringers.
It appears to me that the conveyor is fed
from a large metal hopper under one or
two bents of the trestle. It collects the
falling coal and forces it to the conveyor
belt or auger. It also appears there is
provision under one of the bents to dump
into a smaller hopper that can load
directly into trucks.
The old 50- and 55-ton hoppers having
twin pockets for unloading averaged
about 31 feet in length. The hopper
pockets would be about 6 to 7 feet
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apart. On a larger 70-ton car, with three
pockets, the overall length of the pockets
would be about 15 to 16 feet. So, it is
possible with a 14 foot bent spacing that
you could squeeze a catchment bin in
between capable of unloading a larger
hopper car. I think the question here,
given the length of the cover, is whether or
not there were multiple bins under the
track so that more than one car could be
dumped at a time. Some industries
employed car movers capable of moving
cars without a locomotive being present
and it is possible a coal dealer like this had
one to spot the cars for unloading. It is
also possible that the catchment bin
underneath the trestle spanned two
bents. The conveyor would have to be on
one side or the other of the bent in the
middle.
That's what I can garner from the photo. I
remember seeing these coal dealers in
Upstate New York when I was a kid, but
the part I remember is the silos, not the
unloading arrangement. My grandfather's
place had a coal-fired furnace right to
when he moved around 1961.
Hope this helps. I would almost be
willing to bet there is an article in an old
Model Railroader about this type of
business. I didn't buy the CD when it was
available. I think you can now buy access
to back issues on line.
Dave Staplin, Director, Chair NYCSHS
Modeling Committee.
Good morning Noel
I was going back through some really old
emails and found this pre order. It looks
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like it’s over 4 years old. What is the status
or is the project OOS.
Greg Ricciardi, Schenectady, NY
Greg,
Despite our best efforts with True Line
Trains over about four years the project
with them is dead. They went out of
business.
We
are
working
with
another
manufacturer to try to get the caboose
produced but the project is once again
going very slowly.

whether items can be sold at the NYCSHS
Convention's "Collinwood Shop" by
individuals?
The problem here is the G scale set is
heavy and cumbersome to move or even
ship. Also, G scale simply doesn't have
the level of market interest of HO. Hence,
my thought that NYCSHS might be the
best place to try to find buyer for the set.
Ev Janish lives in Buffalo and could attend
the 2019 NYCSHS convention.
If you can help or make suggestions, it
would be much appreciated. Thank you,

Thanks, Noel

Gregg Spindler

Hello Dave & Noel,

Gregg,

A friend of mine, Dale Madison, passed
away in late 2016 and was an avid NYC
fan and was a member of NYCSHS.

I model in 1/29-scale and have a complete
set of these myself, so I am not interested.

Anyway, I had been helping his wife, Ev
Janish, sell some of his HO collection at the
Buffalo and Syracuse train shows, a bit of
eBay and Canadian models at an auction
up there.
One set in his collection doesn't lend itself
to selling at the shows or eBay: There is a
complete set G scale (as I recall, 8 cars and
one or two locomotives) of USA Trains
NYC "Twentieth Century" passenger cars
and locomotives in Two-Tone Grey
contained in a carrying trunk.
I have been on the NYCSHS site and
looked at the NYC Modeler and was
looking for (1) any sort of ads or classifieds
to list the set or (2) try to determine

NYCentral Modeler

We allow advertising in the “Classified
Ads” section of the Central Headlight.
NYCSHS members may submit classified
advertisement(s) of up to fifty words
combined
(exclusive
of
contact
information) at no charge; over fifty
words, a charge of 25¢ per word per issue
must
be
included
with
the
advertisement(s).
Members will please include their
membership number when submitting
classified ads. For non-members, the rate
is 50¢ per word per issue. Each ad will run
for up to four consecutive issues, and may
be renewed or changed by contacting the
editor. The quarter and year number in
parentheses at the end of each ad indicate
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the last issue in which the ad is scheduled
to appear.
Please send classified ads to: Editor,
Central Headlight, 264 Dartt Settlement
Road, Wellsboro, PA 16901-8388.
Thanks, Noel

NYCentral Modeler –
“Mystery Photo”

This is the Mystery Photo from our 4th
Qtr. 2018 edition.
Here are the answers:
The photo in question looks like the old
car shops in Toledo on the north side of
the Airline Junction Yard.
Thanks,
TJ Stratton Maumee, OH 9/29,2018 10:29
am
Noel,
Car shops in Toledo at Airline Junction.
Rick Giles, Springfield, OH 10/29/18
11:23 am
Noel,
Regarding NYCM 2018 4th Qtr. issue
Mystery Photo, the building in the
mystery photo appears to be the same
NYCentral Modeler

building in Ashtabula, Ohio as shown in
the NYCM 2013 1st Quarter issue on page
54.
Judging from the lettering being gone
from the end of the building, fewer tracks
in place and the near or total absence of
freight cars (hard to tell what the black
objects in front of the building are), the
4th Qtr. mystery photo was likely taken
between the time the building was used as
a car shop and when it was later used as
part of the Ashtabula reclamation plant.
The lower half of the end of the building
had twelve double doors when it was used
as a car shop verses six double doors when
used for reclamation. Other features of the
building match.
Railway Age magazine did a two-part
series of six page articles on the
reclamation shop in the October 23 and
October 30, 1937 issues. The articles
contain extensive text, many exterior and
interior photos, a diagram of the complex,
detailed list of shop equipment, detailed
list of shop workers by position and
statistics on scrapped and reclaimed
material.
Attached is a photo of a related newspaper
article (source and date unknown)
captured from the Internet.
The following link is an undated reference
(originally saved 12-14-2013) to a
prospective reuse of the property:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/63837784
@N08/sets/72157627187375022/with/593
1031135/
Based on the current Google Maps view,
nothing became of this proposal and only
one secondary, two bay building remains
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on the former reclamation plant site. The

remaining building (outlined in red on the

attachment) is likely the Reclamation Plant Machine Shop or Storage building that was south
of the main building (behind it in the photo) shown in the mystery photo

Mark Nilges, Gibsonville, NC, 10/4/2018 8:26pm
NYCentral Modeler
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Noel,
I believe this building to be the old NYC
car shops building on the north side of
Airline Junction Yards in Toledo, OH. The
building still stands.
Thomas Ross 10/10/2018 1:48 pm
Noel,
Sorry to bother you.
I was reading
through the NYCentral Modeler and was
looking at your mystery photo.
I believe that it is the car shops in West
Toledo at the Air Line Yard. I remember
seeing in on Green Frog’s NYC Odyssey.

Mario Scalzo 9/30/18 2:20 pm

It looks like TJ Stratton got it
first!!!
Thanks for all of your
answers.

NYCentral Modeler
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Some Interesting Drawings from the NYCSHS Archive Large
Format Scanning Project

NYCentral Modeler
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The NYCSHS has been steadily
increasing its social media presence as a
way to provide contact opportunities
with society members and nonmembers alike.
Our first incursion into social media was
our Facebook page, which currently has
over 6,000 followers/likes.
It has
provided an opportunity for NYC fans
to ask questions, share stories and
photos with visitors.
This month we are pleased to announce
the introduction of our Instagram
account, a place for sharing photos and
descriptions of everything we are doing.
Several members of our Modeling
Committee now have their own
Instagram accounts where followers can
stay updated on project progress.
It’s easy to follow us from your
computer, tablet or mobile phone. Just
open your Instagram account using
your email address and mobile phone
number for added security. Search by
page name and click follow.

NYCentral Modeler

Download the Instagram app to your
phone, set up your account and join the
fun.
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If you shop on Amazon you can donate to NYCSHS with every purchase you make!!
Customers shop Amazon gives.

We are not
pushing you
to buy from
Amazon, but
if you do you
can help the
NYCSHS with
every
purchase you
make.
https://

erg.amazon.com/

Amazon donates 0.5% of1he price of eligible AmazonSmile
lllthasesto the claitable Of!)al1izaoons selectlld by our customers.
Register to receive donations generated by your organization's
AmazonSmile supporters.

•
,

--I

( Register Now ]

GetStmed

About AmazonSmile

Receive OonaOons

Sp,ead lhe Word

◄

Privacy

Get Started

How do 1 register and receive donations for my charitable organization?

Reg,stering your organization 1s easy. In 0<der lo regist er and reoelve donations, you must be an ofllcial rep,esant ative or an eligi ble organlzarion, and then
folow these easy sleps:
1 Seatch fo< your charitabte organization by name o r EIN ,..,mber and then select the o,ganizalion you repms,,nl. Be sure to confirm you are seiecting the
eo<recl 0<ganization, a s many charltable organi zations have similar names.
2. Cma!e an mganizalo:, admlnistmtor acoount and accepi the AmazonSmile Partlcipation Agreement on behal f of your organization .
3 Vorify yooromai addross (wo rooommond that yoo uso an email address thal i s associated wtth your charftoblo organization).
�- Sullmrt your organizalion' s bank 11COOUnl information.
S. Upload a copyol a � chool< o r bank s1alement lo verify your organization's bank aooount informa1lon.
What Is an organ.l:zatlon administrator?

An OttJ"fflUlion admnislrSlCl< i s an offlClal representative of an organ,zalion that has authorl ly 10 socess and manage AmazonSmlle program Information oo
behalf lhoir charilablo organlzatioo.

or

Why do y o u need an emall address ror m y charrlable organization?
We require e valid ema� artdross,;o that we can communicate lmp0<1anl program lnfonnalion In each rag l!IIP.lfld oroanlzatloo. From lime lo 1,me we wiN send
omalls wilh Jnfo<matjon about your orgnnizatlon's donation amounts and lnlonnabon about AmazonSmllo program promoUons.
Ca.n you mall our organl'zatlon • donation check Instead of sendJng an electronJc funds transfer?

We do not marl donallon - due to Iha e-"•e of oheclc f)<008Ssing and lulOllment. We dislttbule dooaUons using eloctronlc transfer to reduce operational
o-,,ses so wo can dana!D 100% of the funds to ollglblo chontable organizations.
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A Model Railroad Layout of the NYC West Shore River Division
Article by David Howarth

Photos by David

Part 6 – Progress June16 – July18
This article follows on from five parts previously published in late 2014, early 2015 and late
2016 in the NYCentral Modeler, and covers construction of my layout during the past two
years. This part covers progress from June 2016 to July 2018. (Some Australian English
spellings are used in this article.)
The railway shed is 75 feet by 55 feet in plan size and it has enabled the use of a seven-foot
minimum track radius and enough width to provide an adequate layout design.

This photo shows an overall view of the sheds. The large one is the Railway Shed, and the smaller
one houses the Crew Room and Facilities.

Over the past few years I have decided to build some scenery to show the general observer
what the final model will look like. This is particularly important for non-railroad
enthusiasts who get more joy out of a completed scene rather than bare baseboards and
track! Two areas addressed were the entrance to the shed and the Bear Mountain area.
NYCentral Modeler
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A Model Railroad Layout of the NYC West Shore River Division
Of equal importance was the electrical work on the Lower Staging, which has been
completed.

The locations of photographs taken for this article are shown on this plan of the layout.
At the Entrance to the Railroad Shed the
Weehawken Cliffs have been constructed.
These cliffs are about 300 feet high
forming an area called the Palisades and
run the whole length of the Weehawken
Yard. I have built a three dimensional
portion at the entrance which will be
followed by a photographic back scene
running about a 100 feet behind the yard.

NYCentral Modeler

Photo 3 -The
entrance to the
Shed with
views of
Weehawken
Piers in the
background.
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A Model Railroad Layout of the NYC West Shore River Division
I have used Layout Design Modules
throughout the Layout. This method takes
prototype scenes and incorporates them
within the model layout. At Weehawken
the access from the Yard was via a mile
long tunnel, which proceeded at right
angles through the Palisades to come out
as the West Shore Line, which proceeded
north from the West Portal. The Tunnel at
Weehawken was in the middle of the
Yard. In the model I have built the tunnel
at the southern end of the yard and it
provides access to the Lower Staging Yard
that represents locations south of
Weehawken such as Jersey City and the
other railroad yards, which provided
interchange movements into and, from
Weehawken.

This is a photo of the concrete portal of the
Weehawken Tunnel from a book titled
“Concrete in Railroad Construction” by the
Atlas Portland Cement Co. reprinted by the
NMRA.

NYCentral Modeler

Photo 5 - My interpretation of the tunnel
portal proceeding into the Lower Staging
Yard.

Photo 6 - A pair of FT diesels from Key Import
Models proceeding into Weehawken Tunnel
beneath the rock face. The tracks needed
protection from rock falls resulting in
substantial concrete portals.
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A Model Railroad Layout of the NYC West Shore River Division
One of the great benefits I have found
during my modelling is the great
fellowship that develops with people of
similar interests. I met Tom Flagg many
years ago on a business trip to New York
and since then Tom has kindly taken
photographs, which have helped my
modelling of this layout. Tom is well
known for his excellent books on New
York Harbour. He has made trips for me
to Bear Mountain taking pictures of the
suspension bridge, which is the signature
structure in the region. He has also taken a
series of photos of the cliffs behind
Weehawken.
Another modelling friend here in Sydney,
Sowerby Smith, took Tom’s photos and
stitched them together using Photoshop,
deleted all the modern buildings on the
foreshore, and printed them on adhesive
vinyl. They make a great back scene along
the whole hundred feet of yard at
Weehawken which will be merged into the
base boards with some three dimensional
vegetation. We needed to get this back
scene finished, as the next stage will be to
finish the track work in the yard.

We move onto the Bear Mountain area,
which is about 40 miles north of New
York. It is claimed to be one of the most
picturesque stretches of the Hudson River
which I can attest to as my wife and I have
made a couple of visits to the area to take
photos for modelling purposes. I have
used this photography to make back
scenes for the model.
This length of the model has taken a lot of
work. It is about 60 feet long and has
scenery covering many square feet, which
required me spending a lot of time sitting
or standing on the baseboards. It was good
I built them strong! In the following photo
taken during construction the sequence of
scenery construction is shown on the next
page. The method is nothing new but does
show what is required for a large area as
required by O Scale modelling. A timber
frame is first built and screwed to the stud
walls. The frame is then covered with a
network of cardboard strips using staplers
and hot glue guns. The webbing is covered
by kitchen wipes soaked in plaster. When
dry this is painted with a brown or green
paint. Onto of this either rock moulds of
plaster are glued or trees and other
vegetation added.
I do not like the puffball look, so with the
tree cover I have tried to tease out the poly
fibre used into larger flat clumps and
glued then into shapes much like the
background photos. I used strong strength
hair spray to fix the foliage onto the fibre.

Photo 7 - A view of the back scene behind
Weehawken Yard.

NYCentral Modeler

Bragdon Industry rubber moulds were
used for the rock faces. These were
painted with a flat grey paint and
weathered using weathering powders.
They turned out pretty well.
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A Model Railroad Layout of the NYC West Shore River Division

Photo 9 - The tracks lead out from the
southern portal of Fort Montgomery Tunnel
and then onto the bridge crossing Popolopen
Creek. In New York Central times this was a
double track line. At the right bottom of the
picture is a small stone river dock. The back
scenes were from photos I took on site.

Photo 8 - An over view of the Bear Mountain
Area showing the method of scenery
construction.

The length of this section is long at about
60 feet but is ridiculously short for the few
miles of real life being copied. This
stretches from the Fort Montgomery
Tunnel southern portal in the north, over
Popolopen Creek on a steel trestle, with
State Route 6 in the background. Then we
go south under Bear Mountain Suspension
Bridge, over Iona Island Timber Trestle,
and onto Iona Island. A small bridge is
crossed before we enter another fictitious
tunnel, which takes the model through to
the northern end of Weehawken Yard. The
tunnel and hill in this area are built as a
view block between the two scenes.
The following is a series of photos from
north to south in this area.
NYCentral Modeler

Photo 10 - The trestle over Popolopen Creek is
of steel girder construction.

Photo 11 - A photo of myself under the
Bear Mountain Bridge to give some
context to the size of the structure. I am 6
foot tall so most folks should fit through
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A Model Railroad Layout of the NYC West Shore River Division
this area with no problem. The bridge is
the signature structure in the region and
the target of countless photographs.

Photo 12 - This is a view of the Western
Tower of the Bear Mountain Suspension
Bridge. The tree-covered hills are made
from black poly fibre with foliage cover
fixed with strong hairspray.

Photo 13 - This view looks south along
the tracks behind the Western Tower.
NYCentral Modeler

Photo 14 - I built the bridge from styrene
and scaled the sizes of members from
photos taken from books, from Tom Flagg
and taken by myself. The finest cross
details were created by laser cutting one
millimetre thick styrene. The rest I cut
with a knife. I found hand painting easier
than using a spry gun.

Photo 15 - This is a photo of the actual
bridge taken by Tom Flagg
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A Model Railroad Layout of the NYC West Shore River Division

Photo 16 - Iona Island trestles are twin
timber structures painted using rail tie
coloured brown paint. Hand building the
44 timber bents was enough to drive one
crazy!

Photo 17 - This is a Kohs built Hudson
crossing Iona Trestle.

Photo 18 - A view north over the 60-foot
scene.
NYCentral Modeler

Photo 19 -This tiny area is representative
of Iona Island, which is today a nature
reserve.

Photo 20 - South of Iona Island a small
creek is crossed by a timber trestle with a
small steel girder bridge for boat access.

Photo 21 - A fast baggage express is under
the control of Hudson Number 5405, a
Kohs Built locomotive to which friend
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A Model Railroad Layout of the NYC West Shore River Division
Robert Shoesmith added DCC decoders, as
it passes Popolopen Creek and under the
suspension bridge.

Photo 22 - This is a fictitious tunnel
portal, which is the northern end of a sixfoot long tunnel, which passes through ahill forming a scenic break.

shown here from card formers stiffened at
the base with timber blocks, and lined
with card strips. These strips were lined
internally with brick paper. Once installed
over the track the structure was wrapped
in black lined foil to prevent any light
entering the tunnel.

Photo 24 - An extremely important
milestone was recently achieved with the
completion of the electrical portion of the
Lower Level Staging Yard. The yard has
one reversing loop and seven storage
tracks up to 70 feet in length.
On the upper level of the layout on the
peninsula a sawmill complex has been
built using BTS kits. There is to be a small
township at this location and further down
the road a village of miner’s cottages.
These structures have been built by Paul
Morrant, after whom the mill has been
named, and an ex-coalminer Steve
Reynolds who has completed the cottages.
Both are NMRA members and friends. A
couple of photos on the next page show
their work.

Photo 23 - The tunnels for this O Scale
scene were long at six feet. I built these as
NYCentral Modeler
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A Model Railroad Layout of the NYC West Shore River Division
station for this complex built near the
cottages. The narrow gauge line supplying
the sawmill passes to the left of the
picture.

Photo 25 - The mill is fully detailed inside
with equipment. The Local NYC switcher
has just left a boxcar for loading. At the
rear of the complex an On3 railroad brings
workers and timber to the mill and will
not be finished for a while.

My great mate Robert Shoesmith has been
my main building buddy since we started
this adventure. Without him little would
be running today, as he is the
mechanical/electrical engineer for the
railroad. His work on completing the
staging electricals is described below in his
own words.

Robert Shoesmith continues the
article.
It all started with the idea to use an NCE
Minipanel to control all the turnouts in the
storage loop on David’s layout. That
seemed quite a complex task but it got
worse.
After considering that the eight track yard
would eventually be almost covered by
another smaller yard on an upper level we
decided that a large control panel with
indicator lights switches and pushbuttons
was needed for safe operation as some
parts of the yard could be hidden from
easy viewing.

Photo 26 - The single-track branch line is
on the right of this photo, and the cottages
are, as is typical, located between a
railroad and road. A colliery tippler will
be built below this photo and the power
NYCentral Modeler

Figure 27 - A view of the control panel
constructed for David by Robert.
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A Model Railroad Layout of the NYC West Shore River Division
All train movements are in a counter
clockwise direction around the loop. There
is one through track to reverse the
direction of through traffic and seven long
main sidings with three more storage
tracks around the loop. In all there are 17
turnouts with 15 moved by the Minipanel.
The loop is at the end of a two track
mainline, and it is entered on one track
and exited on the other.
To get to the desired track from the entry
point of the loop, there is a row of
pushbuttons (on the left of Figure 27- Prior
Page) one for each storage road as well as
a “Press to run around the loop” button in
the centre of the loop diagram. By pushing
say button six, the Minipanel will change
all the appropriate turnouts, allowing the
engineer to then drive his train all the way
around and into the number 6 siding as
shown in Figure 27 (Prior Page).
While the train is entering the loop a red
flashing led warns the driver to not “press
the exit loop button” and change the entry
turnout until his train has completely
entered the loop and cleared the turnout.

Figure 28 - One of the two micro switches in
the Tortoise switch machines is used as part
of a logic circuit to illuminate blue LEDs on
the Panel showing the incoming route
selected.
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A homemade laser beam proximity sensor
is used to trigger the flashing led
whenever there is a train breaking the
beam. It is at an angle to the track and is
not affected by wagon gaps.
As well as the main yard there are two
sections for extra storage of trains on each
of the outer three loop tracks. These
sections as well as the tracks in the main
yard can be isolated by switches on the
main panel or on two other smaller panels
around the loop. All storage roads have
green LEDs that show if the storage
section is powered or not, controlled by
toggle switches.
On the main “through” track there are two
isolating sections with red and green LEDs
to show if the section of track is powered
or not. One is on the track approaching the
“loop turnout”, and one is on the exit
before the “loop turnout”.
Depending on the way that the “loop
turnout” is set, the isolating section will
stop the train if the driver is distracted and
the red led will light up on the panel. Once
the turnout is correctly aligned the isolated
section of track is powered and the green
replaces the red. This works at the entry
and exit to the loop.
To leave the loop on the main or
“through” track (once the train has cleared
the “loop turnout” on entry) and the
flasher has stopped flashing, the exit
pushbutton is pressed and the Minipanel
changes the appropriate turnouts to allow
the train to leave via the right hand
mainline.
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A Model Railroad Layout of the NYC West Shore River Division

Figure 29 – This is a diagram of the Loop Entry Safety Circuit that Robert used.

The train will enter the turnouts from the
frog end, which raises the possibility of
running into a closed point and
derailment, if the Tortoise Machine does
not move for whatever reason. To show
the turnout is in the correct position we
used an external micro switch (figure 30)
operated by the switch rod on the
turnouts, which positively shows the
turnout has shifted. These micro switches
are connected to each other in such a way
as to light up yellow LEDs on the panel
showing the correct exit route is clear.

NYCentral Modeler

Figure 30 – The external Micro-Switch used to
show turnout position.
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A Model Railroad Layout of the NYC West Shore River Division

Figure 31 - The one Minipanel controls 15 turnouts via two NCE Switch 8’s.

Because this is a fairly complex reversing
loop we had to use two Tony’s Train
Exchange PSX-AR reversers, one on the
main through track and one on the yard
tracks.

Weehawken Yard. After that Troy and
Ravena Yards track will laid and the
“Golden
Spike”
celebrations
can
commence.

Every turnout on the entire layout has its
frog polarity controlled by an external
automotive type relay operated by the
second built-in Tortoise micro-switch. We
did this as the one amp limit on the
tortoise switch could easily be exceeded by
large O-scale brass locos.
A diagram of the wiring for each turnout
was produced on a computer in case we
ever have a problem and can’t remember
what wire went where.
“After a lot of head scratching everything
works as planned”.
The above words by Robert finish this
sixth part of our story of the construction
of the West Shore Railroad. In the next
year we will hope to finish the Upper
Staging Yard, and the track laying for
NYCentral Modeler

Figure 32 – Diagram for turnouts.

Until next time, cheers from David
Howarth and Robert Shoesmith.
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NYC Shines at Chicagoland RPM
Article by Bob Chapman

Photos by Bob

The Chicagoland Railroad Prototype
Modelers (RPM) meet celebrated its 25th
anniversary the weekend of October 18-20
with over 300 modelers attending. The
meet featured 38 clinics, and a large
display room housing dealers, model
displays, and large modular layouts in
both HO and N scales.

Ready for a repaint is Eric Hansmann’s USRA
hopper #420080, super detailed from an
Accurail kit.

A clinic highlight was the latest in Roger
Hinman’s NYC freight car roster series –
“NYC Flat Cars, 1899 Through Mid1950s”. Among the models on display
were eleven models of NYC prototypes –
eight HO scale, one O scale, and a pair of
tinplate models in the RPM’s 25th
anniversary “historic models” display.
Here’s a look.

Heavily weathered USRA double-sheathed
boxcar #56209 was built by Eric Hansmann
from an Accurail kit.

NYCentral Modeler

Double-door auto car #194996 was modeled
by John Johnson.

Double-sheathed boxcar #161082 was super
detailed from an Ertl model by Jeremy
Dummler.
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NYC Shines at Chicagoland RPM

Plug door cushion-underframe boxcar #78957
represents some fine modeling and weathering;
unfortunately, the modeler is unidentified.
Jeremy Dummler modeled a nicely weathered
drop-bottom composite gondola #349012 from
an InterMountain kit.

No information was supplied for this nicely
scuffed late-era E8 #4082.

Bob DiDomenico showed this O-scale
Pacemaker boxcar, an InterMountain model.

As part of Chicagoland’s 25th anniversary
celebration, modelers were encouraged to
bring their vintage models. David Leider got
in the spirit with his Gilbert HO Hudson.
Steve Hile modeled boxcar #122764 from a
Westerfield kit.

NYCentral Modeler
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NYC Shines at Chicagoland RPM
NYCSHS is Now Offering Herron
Rail Videos in the Collinwood
Shop at 20% Off For NYCSHS
Members

In the vintage models show was Mike Skibbe’s
American Flyer S-gauge Hudson, acquired in
1953.

The RPM meets are becoming increasingly
popular with modelers. There are few New
York Central models at these shows, but we are
very interested in seeing what is displayed at
them.
If you attend one of these meets, please be sure
you take many photos of any NYCS models
you find.
Then simply forward the photos with a short
caption for each photo to us and we will
publish them in one of our editions.
We are constantly looking for examples of fine
modeling that can be found at these meets.

This is the latest from Herron and
you can buy it now in the
Collinwood Shop!!!
We also have seven more NYC
video DVDs from Herron.
Don’t miss out on this very nice
bargain price for these excellent
NYC films on DVDs.

NYCentral Modeler
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And Now For Something Completely Different – Part 2
Photos by Will

Article by Will Tajibnapis
The alert reader will have noted a
major compromise with reality in
Part 1 of this article. The “Loops” are
traversed twice, essentially functioning as trackage on both the east
and west sides of Toledo. There
really is no way around this (no pun
intended) and hasn’t bothered any of
my operators to date.

the simpler layout as shown, also
designed by and built with the help
of Tom Hokenson. There was room
for only 7 tracks instead of the actual
9 tracks, but that has not been a
problem operationally.
At the west throat of the station I
added a track that branches off to
run right next to the wall. This
represents the northbound track to
Detroit. Alas, the subterfuge has to
be temporary, as this track rejoins
the westbound mainline at the far
end of the basement. Clever
placement of buildings and scenery
is contemplated to allow trains to
disappear when headed for Detroit
and make the return to the westbound mainline less obvious.

Now, on to the other changes to the
track plan. Despite my dread of
building a helix, the helix in the back
room remained. Northbound trains
coming up the old Toledo & Ohio
Central, as well as all “foreign road”
trains (i.e. C&O, B&O, and Wabash)
take this helix upon leaving staging,
and enter Toledo from the east, as
they did in real life.
Speaking of Toledo Union Station, I
at first intended to faithfully follow
John Armstrong’s track design, but
minus the trackage headed for the
“Northern” helix.

The track representing the northbound
track to Detroit.

Northbound, and “foreign road”
trains (all “foreign road” trains either
go to or come from Detroit) therefore
end up entering Armstrong Junction
in the same direction as westbound
NYC trains, go down the “Loops”
and enter the staging in the

B&O #57 (Detroit-Louisville) heads
down the helix.

But when the time came, I found
myself intimidated by its complexity,
nor was there any operational reason
to follow it, and so I ended up with
NYCentral Modeler
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appropriate
assembly.

direction

for

dis-

no plans to build a layout. So I was
totally unfamiliar with the U.S.
model railroading market. I was thus
unpleasantly surprised to discover
that most model railroad equipment
is produced in limited runs. A trip to
a local hobby store for NYC rolling
stock and locomotives netted only a
few
Athearn
“shorty”
NYC
heavyweight RPOs.

The same, alas, is not true of
southbound trains. They start out as
our example train, #90 did, going
around the lower level and up the
“Loops” to take the right track at
Armstrong Junction. They then
sneak off onto the back track so they
can appear appropriately coming
from Detroit. But upon leaving
Toledo they go down the helix and
end up entering staging going the
“wrong way.” This is not much of a
problem for the foreign road trains,
they can simply go park in Gilbert
Yard facing the “wrong way,” to be
0-5-0ed after the session. NYC trains
have to back around the loop in the
back room so they face the right way
for disassembly. Fortunately most
southbound trains are short.

In retrospect, I don’t know why I
didn’t drop the project altogether.
Evidently my enthusiasm overcame
my common sense (which some
contend I have in short supply
anyway). I pretty much went into
panic mode and bought any
locomotive with lightning stripes
and any passenger car painted for
the New York Central. That is how I
ended up buying a bunch of Stewart
F-Units as stand-ins for E-units, and
later a bunch of Proto 2000 E8s as
stand-ins for E7s. I did end up being
able to dispose of these items on the
Internet.

The lower level is 32” high, and is
operated seated, a feature that
turned out to be popular! The upper
level is 48” high. A Digitrax DCC
system is used to run the railroad,
and most of my engines have sound.

Fortunately progress on the actual
layout construction was going very
slowly. Fortunately, because I never
found myself in the position of
having a significant portion of the
layout completed with no trains to
run on it. As most of you know, lady
luck smiled on me as the 21st
Century dawned.

Finally, note that the interchange
with the Pennsy, and the Toledo
team tracks have not yet been built,
although they are shown in the
revised track plan at end of the
article. Someday…
Fools Rush in where Angels fear to
tread. Also, “It is better to be lucky
than good.”

Bachmann/Spectrum came out with
heavyweight coaches and combines
modeled after a P&LE prototype,
unusual because they have 4 wheel
trucks (which only about half my
operators remark upon). Bachmann
came out with a controversial

When I first embarked on this project
in 1995, I had no NYC rolling stock
whatsoever, since until then, as
mentioned in the introduction; I had
NYCentral Modeler
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heavyweight 10 section - 1 Drawing
Room – 2-compartment sleeper.
Controversial because it turned out
to based on a very obscure model of
that configuration, one that the NYC
certainly did not have. But I needed
a 10-1-2, so I bought two.
And then the floodgates opened.
Walthers
came
out
with
a
remarkable variety of heavyweight
sleepers, to numerous to enumerate.
They also came out with lightweight
sleepers, coaches, diners, and
observation cars, both Budd and
Pullman. Since my layout was
progressing at an embarrassingly
glacial pace, I was able to bide my
time and wait for the moment when
said cars started going on sale a
similar story played out on the
motive power front: Hudsons,
Mohawks, Niagaras, E7s, PAs, FMs,
C-Liners all became available, and all
went on sale eventually.

#761/76 The Northbound ClevelandDetroit Mercury at Toledo station.

As you may have gathered, this
grade is an inevitable feature of my
layout, and has been the source of
much frustration. Remember, I am
the fool rushing in. I did not know
that passenger cars (or any 85 foot
car for that matter) are incredibly
finicky and magnify the slightest
imperfection in track work. Their
length and the grade also magnify
the slightest mismatch and free play
in coupler heights. As has been
commented on in chat groups,
Walthers passenger cars suffer from
an inconsistency in coupler heights. I
have amassed quite a collection of
overset and underset couplers of
medium and long length as a result.
I did try the totally non-prototypical
route of using shelf couplers, but
they wouldn’t clear the diaphragms.
Foiled again!

I did splurge on a brass Mercury 7
car set, knowing full well that these
would never appear in plastic.
Unfortunately, the motive power for
this set has to be a non-prototypical
pair of powered E7s, since nothing
else can handle this train on my 2.5%
grade around the furnace.

Parting Thoughts: Inconsistencies,
Lessons Learned, What’s Next.
By now you may have noticed that I
am a stickler for prototype fidelity:
exact car for car replication of the
train consists described in my source
document, the December 1947 Form
1001; exact replication of the

Will’s brass Mercury 7 train set.
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schedules of said trains, even when
from a model railroad operations
standpoint these times are inconvenient.
This is a good time to mention that
the Form 1001 of course has no
consist information on head-end
cars, so for those cars I’ve had to
guess and wing it. If anyone reading
this article has access to this
information, please do contact me.

#26 20th Century Limited bypassing
Toledo Union Station.

Well, I am a stickler up to a point. “A
foolish consistency is the hobgoblin
of little minds” (Ralph Waldo
Emerson). I have no idea what that
means, but I’ll take it. I belatedly
discovered that the Walthers Budd
coaches I bought come in two
different configurations, and one of
them may be wrong for the NYC, or
at least may have only appeared on
the Empire State. I have happily
chosen to ignore this, and since NYC
rivet counters are rare here in God’s
country (that would be Minneapolis,
MN) no one has drawn attention to
this.

Close up of Observation Car “Rice
Creek,” little known companion to
Sandy Creek and Hickory Creek
(actually named as a nod to Gary
Freseman’s Arcwood and Rice Creek
RR).

The above-mentioned Mercury car
set apparently still ran in 1947, as far
as I was able to glean from Richard
Cook Sr.’s book on The Mercury. A
definite transgression is the 1948
Twentieth Century Limited which
Walthers came out with and which I
had to have. Oh well, I am only off
by a few months with that one.
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Most recently, I ended up acquiring
an MTH five car 1938 Twentieth
Century Limited set in order to get a
17 roomette car to replace the one I
had (I am told it is an old American
Beauty kit car) that kept derailing.
Together with a recently acquired
MTH Dreyfuss Hudson and two
Walthers sleepers in the 1938 twotone paint scheme, I can put together
a respectable looking 1938 Twentieth
Century Limited. But since I already
have the 1948 Twentieth Century, I’m
using this train set to impersonate
the Commodore Vanderbilt.
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Finally, a future planned transgression is the model I plan to make
of the Toledo station itself. I plan to
go with the current station, which
wasn’t completed until sometime in
1948.

3.

Do note that none of these
inconsistencies affect the fidelity of
the operational aspects of the
railroad: the scheduled operation of
the trains and the attendant
switching of cars. That, at least, is my
excuse.
4.

So what about lessons learned?
1. For starters, just about every
guide to model railroading
counsels that your first layout
should be modest in scope and
size. I wish I could have done
that, but there really was no way
to build a “starter” version of this
layout. For the record, this is
actually my second layout - my
first layout was a 12.5’ by 6’ Lgirder benchwork Marklin layout
using sectional track. So I had
some benchwork experience, but
was totally unfamiliar with the
“joys” of laying flex track.
2. Another standard piece of advice
I ignored was installing a drop
ceiling under my very unfinished
basement ceiling. I was in too
much of a hurry to get started on
the layout itself, and it would
have been very difficult because
of low-hanging pipes. To my
pleasant surprise, I have had no
dirty track problems or dust
falling from the ceiling. Maybe
because the house is 117 years
old, all the dust has long since
NYCentral Modeler
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fallen already! Yes, it is better to
be lucky than good.
Yet another piece of advice I have
ignored with impunity is to
install feeders to the power bus
on each section of flextrack
and/or solder the rail joiners. I
simply didn’t have the patience
to install that many feeders, and I
haven’t had to. I am sure glad
that I didn’t solder the rail
joiners, because I have had to
make countless adjustments to
the track work (see #7 below).
I happened upon a source of free
1/4” plywood: a small business
that built icehouses (out here in
the frozen tundra, folks drag
icehouses onto a frozen lake, drill
a hole in the ice, and go ice
fishing — yes, they do this for
fun) would end up with large
scraps of plywood that they
couldn’t use. I used this for my
roadbed, and knew enough to
reinforce said roadbed with
scraps of the same plywood, but I
should have just double-plied the
whole thing.
Best decision I made: using Code
100 track. As it was, the slightest
kink or imperfection in the track,
in track work that otherwise
looked great, would cause
derailments.
Second best decision I made:
using Peco switches, which don’t
require the ubiquitous Caboose
switch throws. This saved me
hours of time.
I ran operating sessions on the
lower level once it was
completed, even though trains
couldn’t go anywhere once
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assembled. Everything ran fine.
A warning to layout builders
everywhere: it was the curved
2.5% grade that proved to be my
undoing. Another tip: 30” radius
is the absolute minimum for
reliable
operation
of
85’
passenger cars. As it was, on
some
of
my
heavyweight
Walthers cars I had to cut off the
ends of the two structural beams
underneath the car because they
didn’t allow the trucks to swivel
enough. I have spent countless
hours fiddling with the track in
places
where
derailments
occurred, places, which at first
glance appear to be flawless. One
of those places was near
Armstrong Junction, the section
of track underneath the stairs (of
course!). I have also become quite
good at figuring out whether a
derailment is a car problem or a
track problem.

find an 8-1-2 sleeper. I looked over,
and pointed out that there indeed
was an 8-1-2 sleeper available,
named, as you may have guessed,
“Michael J.” I do not intend to let
him forget this.
So what is next?
Well, scenery and structures,
especially the Toledo station, which
latter will be quite a challenge. I had
hoped to start the scenery by now,
but I recently discovered that the
curved tracks in the “Loops” area
(where else) are too close in two
places causing sideswipes when two
trains pass each other. I think I’ve
made the necessary adjustments
(thank goodness for few electrical
feeders and no soldered rail joiners,
see above) so scenery could happen
any day now. I do sometimes feel
that the gods of model railroading
are conspiring to keep my layout
without scenery.

But, despite all these trails and
tribulations, the railroad has been a
success. I have now participated in
two invitational operating events,
and to my pride and astonishment,
have gotten compliments relayed
through the organizers afterwards.
A side note: since I have no
industries, I cannot take the oftenused practice of naming an industry
after a fellow model railroader. What
I have done instead is name some of
the sleepers after them. There was an
amusing incident in that regard: at
one of my operating sessions,
Michael J. (name withheld to prevent
embarrassment) said he couldn’t
NYCentral Modeler

Ohio Central #4 awaiting 4:15am
departure for Columbus, OH on Will’s
non-sceniced layout.

Speaking of structures, although
there has been lots of good
information on Control Towers for
“Lines East” in this magazine, I
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have since discovered to my surprise
that Toledo was one of the busiest
freight terminals in the country, so I
do hope some day to feature
industries
and
freight
train
switching. I think it would make a
refreshing change of pace to not
have to deal with a fast clock when
switching an industry. The first step
will be laying the track for Airline
Yard. Noting the alarming increase
in freight car prices, I have been
acquiring them wherever they are
available cheaply, such as at estate
sales. And just as the Walthers
passenger cars appeared while my
layout was still being built, I am
reasonably confident that the model
of the iconic low-cupola NYC
caboose that the NYCSHS is so
valiantly trying to make a reality,
will appear right around when I
need it.

haven’t seen anything yet for “Lines
West” (hint, hint).
I also hope to install the iconic
triangular three light signals, and
install switch machines on the main
line.
Most operating model railroads
feature
intensive
freight
car
switching, and at best have one or
two token passenger trains make a
brief appearance passing through the
main line.

You should not be surprised to hear
that I have acquired NYC Public
Timetables for years following 1947.
My thinking, of course, was that if
repeating the same schedule ever
became boring, I could operate using
a schedule from one of those
timetables. I’m not sure if I will ever
do that.
On the other hand, I still remember a
photograph I saw of an HO-scale
F40PH done up in the Lightning
Stripe paint scheme, looking for all
the world like it was made for that
paint scheme. It would be cool to
model an alternative history —
maybe someone else will do that.

#26, The 20th Century Limited, exiting
“Hamre Hammer Drill Memorial
Tunnel” is another of Will’s many
passenger trains. Not a freight train in
sight.

I originally thought of taking
revenge and reversing this approach
by having one or two token freight
trains make a brief appearance. I
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And finally, there is catenary.
Catenary, you ask? Well, harken
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back to the second paragraph of this
article, where I state that catenary
makes me “weak at the knees.”
Not to worry, NYC purists. If I could
wave a magic wand to make it
happen, I might do it. But the time
and expense are prohibitive (I took a
glance at what catenary masts cost),
not to mention the loss of steam
power. But those iconic NYC electric
locomotives would look might fine
equipped with pantographs, wouldn’t they?

B&O #54 at Toledo Union Station.

November 2018 Operating Session
Will held an operating session in
early November and sent us some
photos of that event.
They are
included below.
Train Time 7:12pm: #232 is the only
train left at the station.

Train time 5:35pm: Joe
Binish
brings
in
Cincinnati - Detroit
B&O #54, while Jeff
Rundgren prepares to
run C&O #35.

Two shots of the NE States.

NYCentral Modeler
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On Track 1: Station switcher finishes
disassembling C&O #35. On Track 3:
Coach from C&O #35 for ToledoDetroit #306. On Track 4: Coach from
C&O #35 from Cleveland-Chicago #73,
The Prairie State. On Track 5: #73
arriving. It will drop off a PittsburghDetroit Sleeper and Coach for #306, and
a Cleveland-Detroit Coach also for
#306.

Close up of the observation-loungesleeper Wingate Brook.

Train Time 6:35pm: Toledo-Detroit #306
on “The Loops.

One of the cars named after my
operators, in this case the 12 section - 1
Drawing Room “Jeffrey Rundgren.”

Train time 6:00pm: Jeff Rundgren brings
in Columbus, OH - Toledo C&O #35.

NYCentral Modeler
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A close-up shot of the Mercury’s famous
observation car.

Track plans of Will’s layout
Upper Level

NYCentral Modeler
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Lower Level

More Ads and Photos from the NYC Lines Magazine 1919 – 1932.
NYCentral Modeler
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Article by Bob Shaw
Part 13 – Making a Six-Foot Terrace
Featuring Tinplate Stations, a Passenger
Walkover And Scratch-Built Covered
Waiting Platforms

Photos by Bob
In this issue, Bob Shaw discusses making a
six-foot station terrace to improve
passenger service on his NYC Water Level
Route layout.

This is a wide-angle view of Bob’s completed station terrace located on his O-Gauge layout. The
overhead view is of track and passenger train, red covered platforms and 6-foot station terrace with
metal stations and newsstand.

After seeing the craftsmanship exhibited
by other NYCSHS members, I was
encouraged to build a six-foot station
terrace to improve passenger service along
my NYC Water Level Route. The objective
of the terrace was to showcase larger
tinplate (all metal) stations, including two
“pre-war” 126 Lionelville versions and a
long MTH reproduction 116 Station, along
with 1930s cast figures that Lionel
produced for its Standard Gauge sets,
which are in a larger scale than O-Gauge.
Grouping larger items together prevents
viewers from seeing a side-by-side size
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comparison, as illustrated here by an OGauge figure on the left and a Standard
Gauge figure on the right.
This side-by-side
comparison
illustrates the
differences between
O-Gauge figures
(left) and larger
Standard Gauge
figures (right) that
look best beside
large tinplate
stations.
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While my station terrace is simple and not
prototypical, it elevates, and concentrates,
the stations in one place without
significantly blocking the view of the
buildings behind it, integrates a Lionel 128
Animated News Stand and Marx street
lamps and employs a Lionel passenger
walkover bridge to reach scratch-built
covered waiting platforms on the other
side of the tracks. While a few minor
details and wiring need to be done, I
thought you would enjoy seeing the
progress to date.
Positioning the Passenger Station Terrace
In a Prominent Place on the Layout
To increase visibility, I placed city
buildings on top of foam insulation boards
to elevate them when the station terrace is
built on the open space in front of them.

Overhead view of the J shaped trolley track
behind the station terrace.

In the foreground of this image (Below) a
4.0’L X 2.5”W gray board was installed
between the first track and the double
tracks next to the terrace.

Layout space available before the terrace was
built with city buildings in the background.

The shiny tubular track is for a trolley line
that runs down the middle of Main Street
behind the terrace (Above, Right), which
was covered in an earlier NYCentral
Modeler article.
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Shot of the gray board in foreground with
white insulation board terrace in back.

Two waiting platforms will be attached to
this. Polystyrene insulation board can be
seen in the background. It was cut and
layered to form the foundation of a terrace
measuring 6’L x 15”W x 1.75”H, before the
back left corner was notched (Next page)
so the pop-up hatch could be raised.
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Small vertical basswood strips were glued
to the side of the trim molding to hide
seams and add an interesting detail, while
the top edge secures the embossed brick
walkway sheets.

Notching the insulation board in the back of
the terrace permits the pop-up hatch to open.

To hide the edge of the insulation board, a
1.25” high trim piece (Below) was
constructed by gluing a basswood strip to
the top of a section of trim molding.
An L-square aligns the edge of the vertical
basswood strip. This was one of many glued
along the trim molding to hide seams.

Trim molding topped with basswood strip
was glued to the edge of the insulation board
to hide the rough edges.

A 0.5” space was left at the bottom of the
trim piece to permit steam engines to pass
without striking the trim board. Also, note
that the top basswood strip is flat so it
overlaps the top edge of the insulation
board. This will hide the edge of the
embossed Noch brick sheets that will be
tucked under it before being glued down
to form the terrace walkway (Right).
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Gray trim molding with vertical strips and a
basswood top rail looks good and secures the
embossed brick walkway sheets.

In addition, holes can be drilled into the
top of the basswood strip to provide a
study footing for plastic fence (Next Page)
that will be installed around the non-track
sides of the station terrace.
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bad small lamps weren’t available 40 years
ago when these were made!)

A fence section was temporarily place on top
of the trim molding to see how it looked. The
decorative fence will be installed along the
non-track sides of the terrace.

Scratch-built Wood Waiting Platforms
Serve Both Sides of the Track
This scratch-built covered wooden waiting
platform was just mounted to the top of
the grey board with several Velcro strips
for easy removal. (A Velcro strip for the
second platform is still visible.)

Two lamp assemblies are mounted under the
roof of each waiting platform to illuminate
passengers and porters.

When fully assembled, the two platforms
measure 4.0’L x 2.5”W x 5”H and serve
tracks on both sides thanks to access
provided by the passenger walkover
bridge.

When mounted, the two waiting platforms
span four feet and can serve tracks on both
sides.

Spanning Double Tracks with a Lionel
Passenger Walkover Bridge
Red covered waiting platform mounted on
gray board. This scratch-built wooden
waiting platform was mounted to the
elevation board with Velcro strips for easy
removal.

Two holes were drilled between the Velcro
strips to permit concealed wire to be run
from under the layout top to power lamps
hidden in the roof of each platform (Too
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The Lionel Passenger Walkover Bridge
(Next Page) is impressive. It measures
14.75”L x 13.0”W x 7.0”H and spans two
tracks to connect with the Waiting
Platforms. To make this happen, strips of
insulation board were built-up so the
bridge was level with the terrace and the
edge of the first waiting platform. Other
pieces of insulation board were cut to form
a road on left side of the bridge
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sheet of fine sandpaper to simulate a road.
After the stained basswood strip boards
dry, the rest of the road will receive a coat
of gray paint.

Installing the impressive walkover bridge
required building-up insulation board so the
bridge was level with the terrace and edge of
the first waiting platform.

Road details included placing stained
basswood strips between the rails and
cutting a sloped Marx crossing grade so its
top was level with the top of the rail.
Here is the same modified Marx crossing grade
after it was covered with fine gray sandpaper
and all of the basswood boards were in place.

Road construction is underway next to
station terrace. A Marx crossing grade was
cut down to align with the top of the track
and stained basswood boards were placed
between the tracks.

Adding stairs to the bottom right side of
the walkover bridge (Next Page), along
with some figures, were the first steps to
adding details to enhance the overall look.
Most visitors make favorable comments
about the bridge and enjoy watching trains
pass under it.

Here’s the same, sloped crossing grade in
the foreground after it was covered with a
NYCentral Modeler
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After initial installation, details continue to
be added including stairs at the bottom of the
walkover bridge and figures traversing the
stairs.

Creating Another Scene around a Lionel
Station and Dispatch Board
A Lionel 132 Passenger Station was placed
on the left hand side of the road across
from the terrace.

Across the road from the station platform,
another scene is being built around a Lionel
132 Passenger Station and Dispatch Board.

It’s in a smaller O-gauge size (12.13”L x
8.25”W x 6.5”H) and a limited “Madison
Hardware” edition featuring orange trim.
Because the station is mounted on a raised
platform, the insulation board was cut out
so the raised platform would be level with
the top of the insulation board. A similar
cut out was made for the Lionel 334
Dispatch Board to lower its height.
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Insulation board around the 132 Station and
Dispatch Board was cut to make the raised
platform level with the top of the insulation,
and to lower the height of the Dispatch Board.

This close-up image of the station shows
how smaller hand-painted cast figures and
vintage vehicles bring the scene to life. A
sidewalk, scrubs, trees, and other details
will be added in the next step.

In contrast to large Standard Gauge figures on
the terrace, smaller O-Gauge figures
complement the overall 132 Station scene and
vintage vehicles.

Interesting Features About Stations and
Structures on the Terrace
Let’s take a closer look at the interesting
stations and major elements on the terrace
(Next Page) beginning with a Lionel 126
“Lionelville” Station (Next Page).
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A Tinplate MTH 116 Passenger Station is
the center of attention on the terrace.

This wide view shows the position of major
terrace buildings that will be discussed in
detail beginning with the Lionel 126 Station
on the left.

Produced between 1923 and ’26, this “prewar” 126 Lionelville Station features unique
“eyebrow” roof windows. Note the two red
metal Marx street lamps with frosted globes
that contribute to the vintage look.

Designated as a “pre-war” piece because it
was produced between 1923 and ’26, the
station is 10”L x 7.0”W x 7.5”H and
features all metal construction with eye
brow windows on the front and back of
the roof that give it a distinctive look
especially when illuminated by the
internal lamp. This image also shows two
of four vintage metal Marx street lamps
with frosted lamps that add a charming
glow to the scene.

A large reproduction MTH 116 Passenger
Station commands attention on the terrace.
Large Original Lionel cast figures out front
were produced in the late 1920s or early ‘30s
based on their clothing style.

Measuring 18.25”L x 9.0”W x 8.75”H, the
MTH station features louvered skylights,
large windows and is illuminated by two
internal lamps along with two “flame”
lamps beside the front doors. The large
cast figures in front are Lionel originals
produced as a set in the late 1920s or ‘30s,
which is reinforced by the style of their
clothes.

A 1950s Lionel 128 Animated News Stand is
right at home next to the 116 Station. The
man who just purchased a paper needs to
hurry to catch his departing aluminum
passenger coach.

While it’s constructed of plastic and metal,
this 1950s Lionel 128 Animated News
NYCentral Modeler
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Stand (Previous Page) seems to be at home
beside the 116 station.
When wiring is completed, the interior
illumination reveals that the newsstand
operator just handed a newspaper to a
customer, who moves with the paper in
his hand while a little dog frantically
circles a fire hydrant. The railroad porter
(Previous Page) is another large Lionel
cast figure. He’s standing in front of a
Lionel aluminum passenger coach that
pulled into the station behind a mighty
NYC Mohawk engine.

the station terrace pulling a shiny
aluminum baggage car, two coaches and
an observation car destined for points
West along the scenic “Water Level
Route”.
Unfortunately, balloon man was late and
will miss delivering his birthday surprise
to one of the passengers.

Another Lionel 126 Station with a red roof
is located at the end of the terrace beside
other Lionel aluminum cars that are ready
to depart.

A second all metal, “pre-war” Lionelville 126
Station with a red roof is located at the end of
the terrace.

“All aboard”, a Lionel Legacy NYC
Mohawk engine (Next Page) is departing
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“Balloon man” rushes to catch the train to
deliver his birthday surprise to a passenger.
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“All aboard!” a Lionel Legacy Mohawk engine departs the station terrace pulling an aluminum
baggage car and three passenger coaches bound for major stops along the Water Level Route.

One of the many articles found in the NYC Lines Magazine 1911 – 1932 DVD

NYCentral Modeler
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Photos by Vinny

Article by Vinny DeRobertis

In this second part of Vinny’s article, he covers each section of the layout and tells about some
future tasks he will be accomplishing.

Section-by-Section Layout Tour

The sections of the Vinny’s layout are
described below. A full sized layout
drawing can be found at the end of the
article.
Section #1 measures 18” X 48” with no
backdrop and no light valance. Section
#1 was the first section that I built back
in 1997. It has an 8-track staging yard
constructed using Peco code 100
Insulfrog, manually controlled turnouts.
The yard resides inside a closet with the
door removed. Underneath this section I
have installed two shelves upon which
most of the electrical controls are
located. The layout light dimmers, cab
power supplies, wireless receivers and
structure lighting transformer are
centrally located here. As my fleet of
rolling stock evolved, this yard was
NYCentral Modeler

quickly outgrown. Construction is
underway on an 18” X 48” portable yard
extension. When permission is granted
to allow spillage over into what is now
my youngest daughter’s bedroom, my
workshop and portable yard will move
into that space.

8-track staging yard in closet with simple
building flats on Section 1 of Vinny’s
layout.
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Section #2 is the largest section
measuring 72” X 48” in the shape of a
“T” with a straight backdrop and light
valance. New York City’s High Line is
loosely represented here passing in
front of a cityscape composed of
building flats. The flats are backlit with
a string of Christmas lights mounted
behind the backdrop. I used DPM
modular components to construct the
Nabisco factory, which was originally
served by the High Line. My High Line
passes through a kitbashed station built
using the front walls from two Walthers
Heritage Furniture (#933 & 3164)
background buildings. One of the nicest
built-up resin buildings produced by
Pine Canyon Scale Models resides on
section #2. I have named it Blanchard’s
Cannery after the company’s founder
Keith Blanchard. There are about 20
Pine Canyon Scale Models on my
layout. I am extremely grateful for
having had the opportunity to purchase
almost all of the HO models and details
produced by Pine Canyon before the
company was sold.

wide variety of structures from
numerous manufactures that are mostly
kitbashed. The High Line passes
through a small extension of the famous
Revell Engine House (#T9028). Here is
the first place where you see the use of
one of my favorite sources of kitbashing
components, the Atlas Pony Bridge! I
think I’ve bought upwards or 20 of these
kits over the years and used the parts to
create all sorts of girders, supports,
braces and mostly railings. I just love
those railings. You can spot them all
over
the
layout.
Another
kit
manufacturer worth mentioning here is
Railway Design Associates (RDA).
There are many kitbashed structures
from RDA around the layout. I
especially like to combine RDA walls
with DPM modular walls because they
are almost identical in size and shape.

An Intermountain MDT reefer in the
background and a cast foam Atherton
Scenics culvert (#4261) on Section 2.

Section #3 is a 48” X 48” corner section
with a curved backdrop and light
valance. This section shows-off a
continuation of the cityscape with a
NYCentral Modeler
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Models dubbed Tymor Transfer Co.,
Railway Design Associates’ Delaney
Iron Works and Cowan & Wagner’s
Icing Platform by Industrial Miniatures.
This section is where I have begun
construction of the subway on a 6” deep
shelf below the river.
The next three photos show a very good
overview of Section 4 of my layout.

The crane operator is waiting for the Buster
Brown Shoe van to move before hoisting the
next load.
These three photos show a very congested,
urban cityscape. Can you spot which
buildings have yet to be painted?

I typically use the stone RDA wall
panels to build the first level and the
DPM brick wall panels as the second
and third stories. Section 3 has the first
glimpse of the Hudson River. I create
the water using 3/16” thick wavy
acrylic sheets cut to fit the riverbed. I
place blue construction paper under the
acrylic to achieve a convincing river
water effect.
Section #4 is a 24” X 48” straight section
with a straight backdrop and light
valence. The Hudson River runs all
along the front of this section. There are
lots of waterfront shacks and piers as
well as a Model Power rail crane (#424).
A few structures worth mentioning are
a beauty from Pine Canyon Scale
NYCentral Modeler

The Cold Spring Marina rents canoes and
rowboats April through October.

The small passenger shelter at Boyd Avenue
is right across the track from the Mobilgas
dispatcher's office.
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Section #5 is a 48” X 48” corner section
with a curved backdrop and light
valance. Section #5 has a rural setting
with a slightly haunted feel. Section 5 is
bisected by the Poestenkill Gorge
overlooking the Hudson River. My
interest in spooky vignettes stemmed
from my childhood collection of Aurora
monster models I had the glow-in-dark
versions of the Phantom of the Opera,
Frankenstein, Dracula and others. I am
also a big fan of Disney's Haunted
Mansion, which depicts one of the many
18th century manors and castles located
in the Hudson Valley.
Where the gorge meets the river, there
resides a kitbashed structure that
represents the Stony Point Light. The
tower of the lighthouse is a Yoplait
yogurt cup. I painted the cup with RustOleum American Accents Stone spray
paint (Bleached Stone #7990830). The
service room, gallery deck, widow's
walk, lantern room, beacon, cupola, ball
vent and lightning rod are all from a kit
by Big City Hobbies (BCH International)
Maritime Lighthouse #8519.

Here is the
prototype Stony
Point Light. Built
in 1826, it is the
oldest lighthouse
on the Hudson
River.

by Rusty Rails. The haunted hill features
a loose representation of the Cedar
Grove Cemetery in Flushing, NY. The
cemetery is comprised of a mausoleum
and tombstones from Mouse Models
and other tombstones from Woodland
Scenics and Frenchman River Model
Works. I visited the prototype cemetery
as a youngster often with my parents
during the years following my
grandmother’s death. This cemetery left
a lasting impression on me and, to this
day, I have an appreciation for historic
cemeteries. I enjoy the peaceful solitude
and spiritual inspiration that is evoked
in cemeteries unlike so many other
aspects of modern society. The first of
three other notable eerie structures in
this area of the layout is the Haunted
House by Alexander Scale Models. The
other two are the Bates Mansion by
Polar Lights and The Munsters House
by Moebius both kits of which I own but
are currently mocked-up by stand-ins
using photocopies. Lastly, this section
boasts a radio tower with flashing LED
and a flickering LED campfire in front
of Pine Canyon’s Hobo Shack.

Vinny’s
version of
the Stony
Point
lighthouse
on Section
5 of his
layout.

The river plays host to a small, scratchbuilt coal barge and a resin fishing boat
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Section #6 is a 48” X 48” corner section
with a straight backdrop along one side
and a straight light valance. The theme
of this section returns back to a more
urban setting. The main features being a
small downtown area, a very small
courtyard for youths to play baseball, an
interchange track to the Delaware &
Hudson, an elevated coal dock and a
waterfront area along NY Harbor. The
mainline and interchange tracks pass
under a brass signal bridge by Suydam.
In the near future, I will be sending this
signal bridge to Model Memories for a
professional paint job and installation of
LEDs.

the lack of a dedicated light valance.
Perhaps in the future I will conjure up
an acceptable method to continue the
lighting valance over section #7 but for
now it is not a major hindrance. I have a
detailed
plan
for
a
scratchbuilt/kitbashed interlocking tower for
section #7. This is described further in
the Structure Projects part of the article
on page 80. Another building by Pine
Canyon Scale Models is located on
section #7 and it represents the Agway
store in Pawling NY at which I worked
during my high school years. City
Classics Route 22 diner is also located
on section #7. What would a layout set
in New York be without a classic diner?
As a play on the famous Denny's
Restaurant, I have named this diner,
Jenny's, after my wife as a tribute to her
and her wonderful cooking and baking
skills.

In Section 6 of Vinny’s railroad this skilled
crane operator has learned to operate in
very tight quarters down at the Croton
Landing.

Section #7 is a 24 X 48” straight section
with no backdrop and no light valence.
My biggest design compromise has been
the duck under at section #7. Given the
size of my layout room and the desire
for a continuous-running track plan, I’m
not sure how I could’ve overcome the
duck-under. My ultimate desire is to
add a motor-driven elevator mechanism
so that the whole section will raise and
lower at the touch of a button. A longterm goal is to raise the entire layout
about 6” so perhaps I will wait until I
raise the layout to see if that alleviates
the inconvenience of the duck-under.
Another slight drawback of section #7 is
NYCentral Modeler

The Esopus Electrical Supply Co. just won
the contract to provide wire and conduit to
the NY&HV RR for the signal system
upgrade.
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Future Tasks
My preoccupation with structures has
caused some delay in getting some tasks
completed. I have only painted a short
section of the mainline and I have not
installed any ballast. The ramp to the
elevated coal dock needs to be finished
and the water on layout sections #3 and
#5 needs to be installed.
There are many more things I’d like to
accomplish in the future. Since
acquiring another bedroom as my
workshop, construction of a spray booth
is underway. I plan to use an old
downdraft cooktop blower to vent the
paint fumes out of the bedroom
window.
I plan to continue working on the
NY&HV RR for the years to come. Even
though my layout is relatively small, it
has provided many years of enjoyment.
Through research, I have learned so
many things, not just about trains and
the NYCS, also about architecture, the
history of America, New York City and
New York State.
I would also like to take my train hobby
outdoors in the future. I recently joined
the NARCOA (North American RailCar
Owners Association) to learn more
about becoming an owner/operator of a
vintage rail car. Whatever direction I
happen to take, I only see my interest in
model and prototype trains continuing
well into the future.
Subway Progress
I've got all the plywood cut and ready to
assemble the cantilevered 6" deep opengrid shelf for the new subway line.
NYCentral Modeler

A close up of the construction of Vinny’s
subway platform.

The track will be a total of 12’ long and
only be visible for 4’ directly in front of
section #4. I chose to use Atlas code 100flex track. Once it is painted and
weathered it will look “good enough”.
There will be platforms on both sides of
the track. I constructed the platforms
using a sandwich of ⅛” hardboard as the
“bread” and ½” MDF as the “meat”. The
bottom slice of bread captivates the track
and the top slice of bread overhangs the
MDF to form a lip similar to the
prototype. Naturally, I have a slew of
small structures like newsstands and such
that will populate the background
platform. I have a DC powered R-17 MTA
subway car set by MTH that will serve the
bustling commuters. The entire 4-car
train will enter the underworld through
NYC prototype "1925" cast foam single
portals by Atherton Scenics (#4169)
located at either end of the visible run. My
current mockup of the subway track is
connected to a constant 12VDC supply to
illuminate the interior of the 3
unpowered cars. The plan is to install a
DPDT switch to provide two modes of
operation. One mode will be the static
"display" mode described above. The
other mode will be "shuttle" which will
include the powered car pulling the
unpowered cars back and forth
continuously. The shuttle mode will be
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controlled by a circuit board and
occupancy detectors by Azatrax. To allow
commuters access to the main level of the
layout, there will be two Walthers
Cornerstone
(#933-3762)
subway
entrance kits located on module #6 and
#7. The plan is to install lighting
underneath the layout to shine up
through the stairway entrances.

of my fleet is NYC and I’d like to balance
that with more neighboring railroads as
well as some popular class I railroads.

NYC High Line meat reefers waiting to be
iced at Cowan & Wagner's Ice House along
the Hudson River.

A view of the mocked-up subway.

Billboards
There are numerous period billboards
and signs on my layout. Most billboards
are built-up by Model Power, Athearn,
Life Like and BCH International and
some are Walthers kits. I replace the
stock signs with my own signs printed
on my inkjet printer.

Recently I figured it was time to take
inventory of my collection. I used Google
Sheets to create a list database. I was
surprised to see that I have a total of just
over 200 cars and locomotives. The
database will come in handy while
shopping online and at train shows so
that I don't purchase something I
already own.
I had no idea things had accumulated so
quickly. Some are un-built kits, some are
ready-to-run still in their boxes and some
are on the layout. I plan to begin thinningout the collection in 2019 and hopefully
get started building some of the kits. So
many great cars are available these days
and me without a big enough yard!
Electronics

The fishermen love the spinach soup at
NaNa's Kitchen!

Rolling Stock
Over the past 2 years I have really
expanded my fleet of rolling stock. Most
NYCentral Modeler

I finally took the plunge into DCC with a
Digikeijs
DR5000
Multi-protocol
Command Station. The DR5000 is packed
with features. It supports multiple
protocols,
which
allows
it
to
communicate to a variety of manufacturer's throttles and accessories. Not
wanting to invest in a dedicated DCC
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throttle at this point, I chose to use my
Android Smartphone for now. It was
simple to install the Fleischmann/Roco
Z21 App and begin running trains
wirelessy via the DR5000's built-in WiFi.
For now; the command station is setup in
my workshop on my portable staging

yard. I've also received the Pricom Layout
Lighting Solution last month. The Pricom
board can be DCC-controlled so I plan to
integrate the lighting controller with the
DR5000. Needless to say, I've got lots of
electronics to tinker with in 2019.

NY&HV RR Control System Diagram drawn by Vinny using AutoCAD

Structure Projects
My layout has become a showcase of
classic American and European kits
manufactured throughout the second
half of the 20th century.
Vinny's new Digikeijs DCC commandstation alongside Pricom's Layout Lighting
Solution.
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A few structure projects currently on my
workbench are the Munster's house and
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the Bates Mansion. Naturally these are
slated for module # 5 along with the other
haunted buildings and the Cedar Grove
Cemetery.
Another pending structure project is my
take on Troy Union Railroad's elevated
switch Tower #1 formerly located in
Troy, NY.

In the middle of the 19th century, the fastgrowing city of Troy had a very congested
downtown area, which did not leave
enough space for conventional two-story
interlocking towers. This forced the
towers at each end of the terminal to be
built straddling the tracks. The heart of
my kitbash/scratch-build is the top
portion of Vollmer’s (#770-5738 signal
tower. It should be no surprise if you've
read the first part of this article last
quarter that the other main components
of this project are taken from Atlas Pony
bridges. I admit that these bridge
components are a little too hefty to
support this small tower in our HO scale
world but I'm not a rivet counter! Central
Valley Model Works (#19005) heavy-duty
laced box girders will support two JL
Innovative Design (#707) staircases. I
plan to install interior lights using 0.045"
diameter brass rod to help conceal the
"wires". My version of the Troy
interlocking tower will straddle 3 tracks.

There are not many good photos of the
actual Tower #1 so here is a photo of a
superb model built by David L. Krakow of
the NEB&W model railroad club at RPI
where Vinny went to college.

An ongoing effort to add interest to my
buildings and scenes is fueled by a variety
of small structures and sheds. There are
many offerings from AM Models and I
especially like kit #117 which are small
windowless shanties/sheds. I also love
the lean-to sheds from Main Street
Heritage Models (#101-LT).

An array of small sheds and lean-to's to
add interest to larger structures.
All the parts that will assemble into the
NY&HV version of Troy's Tower #1.
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At the recent Neuse River Valley train
show in Raleigh, I picked-up Railway
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Design Associates Deer Creek-Mackinaw
Way Station kit (#106) which I will use as
a caretaker’s cottage near my Cedar Grove
Cemetery.

The light valances have white lights to
simulate daylight and blue lights to
simulate moonlight.
The lights are controlled manually with
standard rotary dimmers.
The control system is traditional DC cab
control with an Aristocraft wireless
throttle.

Some resin details by Pine Canyon Scale
Models. Too bad they no longer produce HO
scale structures... only S- & O-scale today.

Layout Infrastructure (Short Facts)
The layout room is 12 1/2’ X 11 1/2’
with a 4’ X 4 ‘ closet.
The overall layout size is 8’ x 12’ with a
staging yard in the closet.
Track height is 52” from the floor and
there are no grades.
Construction of the layout began in
1997.
The benchwork and track plan were
designed using AutoCAD software.
The benchwork is comprised of seven
24” deep sections also referred to as
modules or dominoes.
Each section has its own set of legs,
backdrop and light valance.

The ambient sound system is comprised
of 3 pairs of Dell computer speakers
driven by Pricom Dream Players.
The track plan features a freelanced
single-track mainline, an interchange
and 4 stub-end sidings.
The track is Shinohara code 83 on top of
N scale cork roadbed.
Thanks and Dedication
Special thanks to the following people
who provided encouragement, inspireation and support over the years...
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each section has a 2-level frame with 2
layers of 2” thick extruded Styrofoam.
•
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Keith Blanchard (Pine Canyon Scale
Models)
David Barrow (Cat Mountain &
Santa Fe RR)
Dave Frary (Carrabassett & Dead
River RR)
George Sellios (Franklin & South
Manchester RR)
Ken Patterson, Tony Koester, Lance
Mindheim
The entire staff at Model Railroader
magazine, Railroad Model Craftsman
magazine and the NYCS Historical
Society.
The Neuse River Valley Model
Railroad Club MR in Raleigh NC.
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•

•

Members of the Carolina Piedmont
Division 13, NMRA, Mid-Eastern
Region.
And last but not least my parents,
my wife, Jenny, and three children.

Well, that's about all for now, thank you
for reading about my NY&HV Railroad.

I've got my airline tickets and I'm
planning to attend the Amherst Railway
Society Railroad Hobby Show this coming
January 26 and 27 in Springfield, MA. This
will be the first time for me attending this
show. I've heard great things about it so
I'm excited about the trip. Maybe I'll see
you there!

Full Size Layout Plan

The numbers on the layout drawing correspond to the sections described in this article.
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We are introducing a new feature in the
NYCentral Modeler with this edition. We
are requesting that members send us some
photos of the models they have built and
include a short caption. We will showcase
these models in this new edition to the
magazine.
Send
photos
to:
NYCBigFour@verizon.net
Model & Photo by Seth Lakin

Models & Photos by Manuel Duran-Duran

NYC subsidiary Indiana Harbor Belt EMD
SW9 DES-16r 9002 and DSI built, Lot 152
transfer caboose pose for a photo.
The HO scale models a SW9 started as an
undecorated Proto 2000 SW9/1200. It received
detailing including a whip radio antenna and
reworked end handrails. The model was
painted dark green and lettered with
Microscale decals. The transfer caboose is a
Custom Brass import with roof walk removed.
It’s painted NYC Century Green and lettered
with both Microscale and Virnex decals.

Model & Photo by Joe Welsh

This is an MTH 1/32-scale car, de-skirted, retrucked and repainted by Bill Stauss. It
carries the drumhead of the Commodore
Vanderbilt.
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Here are a few in-progress photos of what will
eventually be the Park Ave viaduct. The
building block on the left is a reproduction of
a block close to the tunnel opening where the
tracks surface and run over the stone viaduct
along Park Ave. The building block on the
right side is just filler structures.
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Models by Victor Hands
Photos by William Botkin
All photos on Victor’s Layout

Westbound 20th Century Limited at Harmon
Station.
Model & Photo by Larry Faulkner
NYC 4025 Westbound 20th Century Limited at
Peeskill, NY.

Eastbound 20th Century Limited at Peeskill
tower.
Harmon coal chute.
Model & Photo by Noel Widdifield

NYC 1044 Westbound at Spuyten Duvill.
NYC GP-9 5740 undergoing repairs on Noel’s
Big Four 1/29-scale layout.
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A Pipe Leak Leads to Scenery Work and More Water
Article by Brian Marotta
Water is one word sure to strike fear into
the hearts of any model railroader who has
a kitchen or bathroom above their layout.
In my case, it is a cracked drainpipe from
the kitchen that made itself an obvious
problem this past December, during the
cleanup from a Christmas party (of
course), when water started to drip from a
window casing located just above the train
layout in the basement. I was lucky that it
was just a drip and not a flood, so the
layout wasn’t damaged. But regardless, I
still had to pull sections of the layout apart
and away from the wall for the repairs to
happen, which included replacing a
section of drywall and insulation on the
wall that had been soaked from the
drainpipe leak.
The timing of this leak was unfortunate for
a couple of reasons. For one, it had been
less than a year from when we remodeled
the kitchen and also had the basement
ceiling redone, converting an old drop
ceiling with no permanent lighting into a
fully finished dry walled ceiling with
multiple rows of recessed lights.
Additionally, after having gone three and
a half years without having my train
layout set up (due to a couple of moves
and also having a young daughter), I had
finally gotten trains running again just a
month prior to this infamous Christmas
party leak. So it was a bit of a blow to be
thrown into a costly house repair and
reconstruction,
while
simultaneously
being forced to put a halt to all the
progress I had been making on the layout.
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Photos by Brian

The first train to traverse Brian’s layout in
four years.

I’m usually not one to dwell on negative
aspects in life, so after spending a day
mulling over what felt like a slightly
hopeless situation in not knowing how
long the repairs would take and how long
before trains would be running again, it
occurred to me that I could continue to
work on the layout in a significant way. I
started building the first sections of my
Hudson Division layout when I was still
living in an apartment in college, and
knew I would be moving a handful of
times, so I decided to follow a sectional
approach to benchwork.
(As an aside, a module implies that there
is a standard interface that you’ve built to
that could get connected to any other
module built to the same standards, i.e.
NTrak. With a sectional layout, the pieces
can still come apart and are portable, but
there is no standard interface.)
This
sectional approach has served me well, as
I’ve moved the layout a total of 5 times.
With each move, I’ve had to redesign the
layout to a certain extent, but the key
pieces remain the same. There have been
filler pieces added or removed as needed
to fit a particular space.
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Two sections that had to come away from
the wall for the pipe repair are short,
around two feet in length by 18” in width,
and would be easy to work on scenery at
the kitchen table. Since they also are two
sections directly next to a fairly finished
scene (part of the causeway across
Annsville Creek north of Peekskill), it
made sense to start advancing these
sections beyond the blue foam oasis. The
realization of being able to focus on some
scenery work on even just these two short
sections greatly brightened my mood
around the situation. I couldn’t wait to get
started.
I don’t have any unique or completely new
scenic approach to show off, in fact, my
methods are fairly standard and well
established. However, I hope that I can
show how easy it is to advance progress
on a layout when you just focus on a
smaller area and my hope is that by
showing the steps that I’ve taken might
help inspire anyone that has been putting
off scenery work.

Looking at Google Earth (Below), I saw
the little spit that juts out between the
tracks and the river, and thought that
would be a nice feature to include, along
with being prototypically accurate for this
space on the layout.

Google Earth screenshot of area just north of
Annsville Creek causeway.

I used this as a guide to creating the scene,
and I also added in a small hill to give the
background a little relief. I also broke off
some spare plaster rocks to add on the
split, which I eventually embedded in a
small rise to also add interest.

The first 25 inch long section that I decided
to work on was supposed to just be a filler
piece, and I intended to work on scenery
on sections to either side of it first, as they
are primary sections (and scenes) of the
layout. I realized that this section is a bit
of a stand-alone scene, and it ties two
other key scenes together, the causeway
and a short section of Hudson Highlands.
Some might call this a “negative space” in
that it isn’t anything specific, but still
serves a purpose for the overall scene.
Plus, it would let me relearn some of my
scenery techniques without the pressure of
wanting to get things right the first time
on the Highlands.
NYCentral Modeler

Brian made this initial rough scenery form to
begin his construction to replicate the
Annsville Creek causeway.
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After I smoothed out the foam that forms
the hill and the split, I started to put down
the first layer of Sculptamold to create the
river, the riverbanks, and other ground
cover. I hadn’t worked with Sculptamold
in a while, so it was a little bit of a
relearning process to remember how
mushy I liked to make it. But I kept
reminding myself that if it doesn’t come
out the way I want, I could just remove it.
After all, removing some Sculptamold is
not really a big loss if something doesn’t
go as planned and needs to get redone.
This is how the section looked after the
Sculptamold dried.

This is the first layer of Sculptamold,
before smoothing.
Once the Sculptamold dried for a couple
of days, I sanded it a little to lessen the
bumpy texture. This isn’t too critical for
non-river bed areas, as the layers of
scenery materials (dirt and ground foam)
will end up covering the bumps. I also
used lightweight spackling compound
around the base of the hill to further
smooth the transitions. And I did skim on
a layer of the spackling compound over
the river bed, followed by more sanding,
to get that fairly smooth. Following all of
NYCentral Modeler

this, I added the plaster rocks and small
hill on the split, and started painting.

Brian has not applied the first coat of paint
and added some small rocks to the area.

Over the course of a couple of evenings, I
continued to paint the landforms and the
riverbed. Painting the riverbed was quite
enjoyable, as it was fun to blend a couple
of shades of blue and some brown
together and to feather the colors away
from the shoreline to achieve the murky
look close to shore that the Hudson River
often shows. Additionally, I started to
apply the first layers of dirt and ground
foam.

The riverbed has been painted and the initial
scenery materials applied.
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Next I turned my attention to adding the
rock riprap along the shoreline. Again
using the Google Earth image as my
guide, I noticed that the rocky shoreline
around the split was made up of finer
rocks, which makes sense, as the railroad
would not add riprap to areas that offered
natural protection of the roadbed from the
river. Years ago my father sent me two
tennis ball containers full of small rocks
from along the Hudson. Back when I
worked on the first part of my Annsville
Creek causeway scene in 2003, I found that
I could easily crush these into smaller bits
with a hammer, and used these bits for
riprap. One advantage of N scale is that a
little bit of real rock goes a long way, so I
still have quite a bit of rock from the first
shipment. Crushing the rock even further
resulted in a nice pile of “rock fines” that I
could use for the split shoreline. It was
time consuming, as I had to crush just a
couple of small rocks at a time to get the
result I wanted (and to prevent rocks
flying off to different parts of the
basement), but I’m patient.

and it also meant that this one section was
100 percent free from the blue foam look.

A view of the split and riverbank after adding
fine rocks and riprap.

By this point, I was on a roll, and decided
that I might as well start tackling the
scenery on the next short section. Plus, the
insurance company and the restoration
company were having a little fight over
the repair costs, so the basement wasn’t
fully repaired. Moving onto the next
section containing the northern half of
Annsville Creek causeway scene, I made
quick work of shaping the foam and the
first layer of Sculptamold put down.

Rock crushing for N-scale requires a lot of
patience and a Zen level of mindfulness.

Gluing the riprap and fine rock down was
another exciting accomplishment, as it
really started to pull the scene together
NYCentral Modeler

The northern end of the causeway after initial
Sculptamold application.
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A Pipe Leak Leads to Scenery Work and More Water
And, following the same process as earlier,
I was able to get this section up to a level
of completion in short order (Figure
Below). Although to be honest, almost 2
months elapsed between the views in
(Figure Last Page) and (Figure Below),
but that was because the drywall work
was finally finished and I was able to
repaint the ceiling and wall where the
repairs had been made.

make the most functional use of the
basement while avoiding support beams,
the utility room closet, and other obstacles
that are typical in a basement. So, just
about 9 months after losing the short-lived
ability to run trains, I’m still not running
trains.
But I’ve embarked upon an
expansion that I am quite excited about
and I have three friends that are good
model railroaders (one of whom is even an
HO guy!) happy to help as part of my
work crew. The goal is to end up with an
operational layout, that is, one that is
focused on recreating typical New York
Central operations along the Hudson
Division in the late 40s that can entertain a
handful of operators for a few hours. I’ll
share more about my plan and my
progress toward this goal in future
articles. Until then, I encourage you to go
work on your layout, you’ll be glad you
did.

The causeway with riprap and roadbed
cinders added.

There is still more work to be completed
on these two sections, such as gluing
down the track and applying ballast, along
with adding a water texture layer, and
additional vegetation. This isn’t a small
amount of work, and could take a little
while to accomplish. While I wish I had a
completed view of these sections to show
off, but something happened with all of
the added energy I had directed at the
train layout. I came up with an idea to
expand it and a track plan that would
NYCentral Modeler

A preview of the exciting things to come on
Brian’s layout.
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NYCSHS Archive Products DVDs
The NYCSHS archive crew has been busy scanning photos and documents in order to
produce a series of DVDs with some of this material recorded. We are very pleased to
continue to offer these DVDs to you to help with your research and modeling of the NYC.
Take a couple of minutes to look at some of these products that are available in the
Collinwood Shop.
Here are the latest:

NYC Lines Magazine 1911 – 1932/ NYCentral Modeler 2011- 2018/ NYC Signals Department

NYCS Diesel Locomotives/ Steam Locomotives of the NYC – Lines- System
These and more can be ordered online in the Collinwood Shop
http://www.NYCSHS.net
Or you may order the latest by mail using the forms on the following pages.
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New York Central System Historical Society
NYCentral Modeler 2011 -2018 Order Form

Please Print
Name__________________________________________________Member#_______
Address________________________________________________________________
City________________________State/Province______Zip/Postal Code__________
Country__________________Telephone_______________ Email_______________
Number of DVDs Purchased___________________________
Check or Money Order Amount Attached $________________________________
Make all checks or money orders out to NYCSHS
DVDs are $29.56 each for NYCSHS members and $36.95 for non-members
Shipping is free. Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax or $2.36 per DVD
for members and $2.96 for non-members. Non-US customers must order from
out Collinwood Shop. (US currency only.)

Mail this form and check or money order to:
NYCSHS
NYCentral Modeler Order
P.O. Box 328
Shady Side, MD 20764
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New York Central System Historical Society
NYC Lines Magazine 1919- 1932 Order Form

Please Print
Name__________________________________________________Member#_______
Address________________________________________________________________
City________________________State/Province______Zip/Postal Code__________
Country__________________Telephone_______________ Email_______________
Number of DVDs Purchased___________________________
Check or Money Order Amount Attached $________________________________
Make all checks or money orders out to NYCSHS
DVDs are $63.20 each for NYCSHS members and $79.00 for non-members
Shipping is free. Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax or $5.06 per DVD
for members and $6.32 for non-members. Non-US customers must order from
out Collinwood Shop. (US currency only.)

Mail this form and check or money order to:
NYCSHS
NYC Lines Magazine Order
P.O. Box 328
Shady Side, MD 20764
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Stan Madyda Builds the AMB Woodard Station

Stan built the Woodard Station and weathered and detailed it. Be sure to check in on the next
edition to see and hear all about his wonderful railroad.

Tom Bailey Returns

In the next issue Tom Bailey shows us how to modify a Lambert Associates 851 Combine to make it
into a reasonably accurate model of a NYC Lot 962 passenger-baggage combine.

NYCentral Modeler
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Tom Long Paints and Decals an N-scale FA/B Set

We only see the A-unit that Tom has painted and decaled, but in the next issue you will see his
expert work on both ALCo units. Don’t miss it.

Dean Apostel Kitbashed this Atlas Branchline Car into a Detailed
NYC HO-scale Air Conditioned Coach

Dean teamed up with Dave Staplin, NYCSHS Director and Model Committee Chair to model this
accurate heavyweight coach. Dean did the modeling and Dave provided the passenger car
background to help Dean do it right. Read all about it in the next issue.
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Mystery Photo

Tell us what you think this building might be and where it was found. For extra credit tell us the
date and occasion for the photo. Send your answers to NYCSHS@verizon.net

We are taking 2019 memberships now!!!
Don’t miss out on all of the fun and knowledge available with memberships
in the NYCSHS.
Modelers, Fans, Researchers, Former Employees.
You find them all.
Click here to join or renew for another year!! http://www.nycshs.net
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Some more of the wonderful ads from the New York Central Railroad

These ads take us back to a time when life was much more simple and trains provided the big
excitement for young people. Today, most aren’t even aware that railroads exists

New York Central Magazine was published and distributed to the over 100,00 NYC employees. The
covers provide a glimpse of life at that time. The NYCSHS has published a DVD containing all of
the issues of the magazine. It was published from 1919 to 1932 with only a gap of one year during
the coal strike from April 1921 to April 1922. Look for it in the Collinwood Shop www.NYCSHS.net
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Vintage NYCS Advertisements & Posters

These poster ads illustrate some of the things that made the NYCS great in years past. The one on the
left reminds us that the 2019 NYCSHS convention will be in Buffalo. Be sure to register and come to
share the excitement with us. The one on the right is 1950 travel poster showing the beauty of the
Mohawk Valley.

No. 7000 Class DRS-7a was built by Fairbanks-Morse as a 1600 HP model H16-44 in July 1951. In
just a few years the rounded window styling in the cab side would be dropped form prduction
models by F-M. It is just one of the many diesels covered in one of our available DVDs – “New York
Central System Diesel Locomotives” on DVD and available in the Collinwood Shop.

NYCentral Modeler
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Final Thoughts
By Noel Widdifield

NYCSHS 2019 Convention
May 31 – June 2, 2019
Buffalo Marriott Niagara

The upcoming 2019 NYCSHS Convention will be held in Buffalo, NY. The poster pictured reminds us
that it is never too early to begin to think about the next convention. This one promises to provide
exciting tours, presentations, new models and lots of NYCS enthusiasts. The 2018 convention was a
huge success and this upcoming one promises to provide lots of excitement too. More details coming
soon.

For Details Go To: https://nycshs.org/nycshs-events/
NYCentral Modeler
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HO-Scale LS&MS Station Kit

The N-Scale architect is offering a large, laser-cut HO model that includes the roof dormers,
operator’s bay, and walls with decorative brick and stone courses. The stonework is separate
custom casting while the brick courses are laser-cut into the sides. The resulting 3D walls
will readily accept washes for brick color, mortar lines and weathering.
The largest four-bay HO structure scales to 15.4 x 4 inches on your layout. The smaller twobay building scales to 10 x 3 inches. Add space for trackside platforms AND ROOF
OVERHANG during your planning. We suggest about 3+ inches on each side.
Two Bay: Angola, NY; Bellevue, OH; Delta, OH; Jonesville, MI; Lenawee Jct., MI;
Mishawaka, IN; Mentor, OH; North East, PA; Sturgis, MI; Stryker, OH; Wauseon, OH; White
Pigeon, MI. Three Bay: Tipton, IN. Four Bay: Ashtabula, OH (hybrid); Conneaut, OH;
Franklin, OH; Geneva, OH; Hammond, IN (hybrid); Indiana Harbor, IN; Lafayette, IN;
Ogdensburg, NY (hybrid); Sandusky, OH.
MSRP $125.00. NYCSHS Members $99.95 and that is 20% off MSRP. Exclusive NYCSHS Structure Model
From N-Scale Architect in HO-Scale Deposit $62.50 for non-members and $50.00 for NYCSHS Members
Shipping and Ohio state tax for Ohio Residents Will be Added With Final Payment

The manufacturer has started to develop the kit. We should have it
soon!!!
http://www.nycshs.net/HO-Scale-Structures_c_139.html
NYCentral Modeler
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AMB HO-Scale NYC Caboose Kits
(Tongue & Groove - Lot 732)

(Lot 732 Pacemaker)

The Lot 732 caboose was built on the steel fish belly frames of 1910 era 36’ boxcars in 1944.
The 50 cabooses in the Lot were numbered 20100-20149. While they look like a standard
19000 series caboose they are longer with a distinctive steel C channel along the bottom of
the body. In 1946, five cabooses were rebuilt with plywood sides, different brake equipment
and were painted gray and crimson for Pacemaker service.
These NYCSHS exclusive HO-scale kits are laser cut and are a joy to build. They are less
trucks but Westerfields Models has the correct trucks. Offered here in the store at:
http://www.nycshs.net/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html .
The
kits come with the decals for the appropriate caboose.
Non-members price is $64.95. NYCSHS Members Price $51.96 and that is 20% off MSRP for
members. Shipping is extra and Ohio residents pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html
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AMB N-Scale NYCS 19000 Wood Caboose Kit

Features: 100% laser-cut components with custom laser-scribed Birch plywood side, end
walls, and cupola; Tab & Slot carbody construction; Peel & Stick window, door, and trim
assembly; laser-cut underframe, end platforms, ladders, end railing, hand grabs, window
glazing, truss rods, and brake wheels; cast resin platform steps and brake gear; plastic
smokejack; custom decals by Tichy Train Group; and fully illustrated instructions that
provide information on painting and decaling the assembled model. No trucks or couplers
included.
Non-members price is $37.95. NYCSHS Members Price $30.36 and that is 20% off MSRP for
members. Shipping extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/American-Model-Builders_c_165.html

Central Headlight DVD 1970 – 2017

The imagines are on indexable PDF files. The Index can be opened in
any web browser. The price is $39.00 for NYCSHS members and $59.00 for non-members.
Free Shipping.
http://www.nycshs.net/Central-Headlight_c_16.html
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Steam Locomotives of the NYC

Steam Locomotives of the New York Central Lines, Volumes 1 and 2 by William D. Edson and H. L. Vail, Jr., assisted
by Edward L. May. The ultimate authority on all steam and electric locomotives from the DeWitt Clinton of 1831 to
P&LE 9406 of 1948. These books represent a lifetime of research for each of the compilers and are a fitting memorial not
only to the legacy of the New York Central Lines but also to their untiring efforts to preserve that legacy for us all. These
books are full of individual listings for every steam or electric locomotive, including year and month of construction,
builder’s construction number, all known re-classifications and re-numberings, and retirement date, and in many cases
ultimate
disposition.
The hardcopy versions of these two books have been out of print for many years. All of our copies of these books have
been sold and they will not be reprinted in the hardcopy version because of the cost of doing so. This softcopy version has
been made available to allow those who never were able to purchase the hardcopy version to have this valuable NYCS
resource. If you have any interest in NYC steam locomotives this is the resource for you.

MSRP and NYCSHS Members Price $59.95
Because of the unique information in these two volumes and
the fact that it was produced by the NYCSHS; the price is the
same for members and non-members.
Free shipping. Ohio residents must add 8% Ohio sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/NYCSHS-Books_c_53.html
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Accurail HO-Scale CCC&StL & LS&MS 36’ Wood Sheathed
Boxcars

Comes with Steel roof, steel ends and fishbelly underframe.

Comes with wood ends and fishbelly underframe.
MSRP $18.98 each. NYCSHS members price $15.18 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping will be added and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Accurail-HO-Scale_c_70.html

NYCS Lexi Rollball Pen with Stylus

Non-members price is $12.50. NYCSHS Members Price $9.99 and that is 20% off MSRP for
members. http://www.nycshs.net/NYCS-Memorabilia_c_154.html
NYCentral Modeler
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NYCSHS Backpack or Shoulder Bag

The deluxe backpack has three roomy zippered interior compartments, two outside mesh pockets,
padded shoulder straps for comfortable weight distribution, convenient top loop for quick carrying,
and adjustable straps and buckles for carrying additional items outside the pack.
The shoulder bag has three zipper pouches-two large and one small, a small Velcro pouch and four
pen/pencil pouches under the outside cover. The outside cover has two adjustable plastic snap
closures.
MSRP $25.00. NYCSHS Members’ Price $20.00
Shipping is added and Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Memorabilia_c_22.html

New York Central Systems Plaques

Wooden Plaques are painted in accurate colors representing all of the major components of
the NYC railroad. These beautiful works of art are available in a variety of logos of the New
York Central and its subsidiaries. Purchase one or more to hang in your train or railroad
memorabilia room. These are not the flimsy metal logos, but are crafted from wood and
painted in accurate brilliant colors. They are being used to decorate the conference room in
the new NYCSHS Headquarters. Members’ prices are the lowest you can find anywhere.
MSRP $75.00 - $80.00 NYCSHS Members’ Price $63.75 - $68.00
Shipping is added and Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Memorabilia_c_22.html
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Atlas N-Scale NYC Russell Snowplow

MSRP $32.95 NYCSHS Members’ Price $26.36 and that is 20% off MSRP.
http://www.nycshs.net/Atlas-N-Scale_c_66.html

Rapido HO-Scale Pullman Standard NYC Lightweight
Dining Car

MSRP $119.95 and NYCSHS Member price is $95.96 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is extra and will be added when you make the final payment. Ohio residents
must pay 8% Ohio Sales tax. $50.00 Deposit holds this model.

NYCentral Modeler
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Colorful NYC Mohawk and E-8 Three-Dimensional Art

These 24" X 22" Wooden 3-Dimensional NYC Locomotive Plaques are painted
in accurate colors. These beautiful works of art are available in two locomotive
versions. The E-8 is available in Lightning Stripe and Cigar Band in traditional
Black & Silver, Gray & Silver or Green.
Locomotive Plaques are painted in accurate colors representing these NYCS locomotives.
These beautiful works of art are three-dimensional plaques that stand out from the wall and
have working lights. Purchase one or more to hang in your train or railroad memorabilia
room. They are crafted from wood and painted in accurate brilliant colors. They are being
used to decorate the conference room in the new NYCSHS Headquarters.
They are sold at train shows and have only just become available to us and are priced at
15% below retail for NYCSHS members.

MSRP $245.00 - $255.00 NYCSHS Members’ Price $216.75 - $208.25
Members’ prices are the lowest you can find anywhere.
Ohio residents add 8.0% sales tax.
http://www.nycshs.net/Memorabilia_c_22.html
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NYC 19000 Tongue and Groove Wood Side or Plywood
Side Caboose Kits (HO-Scale)

Other than the NYC Hudson locomotive, the 19000 series cabooses with their distinctive low cupola
were an icon of the New York Central Railroad. These cabooses lasted from the early 1900s well into
the 1960s.
These models are craftsman kits and require purchase of trucks and couplers that are not included
with the kit. The kits come with a set of decals so that you can number the caboose as you wish.
The MSRP for these kits is $59.95 each, but are offered to NYCSHS members for 20% off at $47.96
each plus shipping and handling costs. Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio Sales tax.
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/American-Model-Builders-Laser-Kits-HO-Scale_c_76.html

HO-Scale Michigan Central Tower Kit
(Expression of Interest)

We are looking into having this MCRR station produced in HO-scale by The N-Scale Architect
who produced our NYC tower kit a couple of years ago. It will be a wood laser cut kit. The kits
would be un-assembled and would be painted by the modeler.
We need to order 100 and if you are interested, send an email to: mackdave@optimum.net
Details at: http://www.nycshs.net/HO-Scale-Structures_c_139.html
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Walthers HO-Scale NYC ALCo PA/B

PA/B
PA
One of the most handsome diesels ever built, WalthersMainline PA and matching PB Alco
locomotives are sure to be the stars of your HO streamliner fleet! Introduced in 1946, these
sleek and stylish speedsters wore a rainbow of color schemes, and handled passenger and some
fast freight service into the 1960s. Capturing the sleek lines of the prototypes, these
WalthersMainline models feature road specific-details and:

Features:
• Limited edition - one time run of these road
numbers!
• Prototypes in passenger service from late 1940s
to 1960s - some later used in freight service
• Same powerful drive as WalthersProto(R) locos
featuring:
o Five-pole skew-wound motor
o 14:1 gear ratio
o Helical-cut gears for quiet operation
and easy multiple unit operation
o All-wheel drive and electrical pickup
o Dual machined brass flywheels
o Heavy die-cast metal chassis
o Constant LED lighting
• Factory-installed handrails
• Molded drill starter points for grab irons easily added with Alco PA-PB Diesel Detail
Kit (#910-252, sold separately)

NYCentral Modeler

PA/B DC MSRP $299.98 NYCSHS Members’ Price
$239.98 and that is 20% off MSRP.PA/B
DCC/Sound MSRP $419.98 NYCSHS Members’
Price $335.98 and that is 20% off MSRP.PA DC
MSRP $159.98 NYCSHS Members’ Price $127.98
and that is 20% off MSRP.PA DCC/Sound MSRP
$219.98 NYCSHS Members’ Price $175.98 and that
is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is added and Ohio residents pay Ohio
sales tax.
$50.00 Deposit holds these for you.

http://www.nycshs.net/Walthers-HOScale_c_99.html
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NYC Lines Magazine 1919 – 1932 DVD

The NYC Lines Magazine was published by the railroad starting in February 1919 and continued until
the final edition in October 1932. It was published monthly and distributed to the 100,000 officers
and employees of the New York Central Railroad. It was a magazine devoted to the interests of the
railroad workers, their families and the home communities. It contained articles about the railroad, the
employees, and events that impacted the employees and the railroad. You will also find hundreds of
ads that will give you understanding of the products shipped by and supplied to the NYC in that
timeframe. It makes fascinating reading for anyone interested in the New York Central Railroad
during those years that it was published.
This DVD contains all of the editions of the Magazine published. This is a complete set that was
reproduced from scanned images of each page of every edition. It is also searchable so that research
is very easy. This product is another of the wonderful historical documents produced by the NYCSHS
archive volunteers.
Don't miss out on this history of the NYC Lines as written by the company and for the NYC
employees.
The MSPR is $79.00 and the NYCSHS member’s price is $63.20 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free for US customers but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
Non-US customers will pay actual cost of shipping.
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NYCentral Modeler 2011 – 2018 DVD

The NYCentral Modeler was introduced in 2011 as a free to all, online digital publication
dedicated to the modeling of the NYCS. It is published quarterly and represents some very
fine modeling of the NYCS by both NYCSHS members and non-members. Over the years
the quality of the magazine and the articles in it have greatly improved.
This DVD provides all of the editions published up through 2018 and will be the first in
many of the NYCentral Modeler DVDs that will be offered in the future. It contains all of the
editions of the Magazine published. This is a complete set that was reproduced from
scanned images of each page of every edition. It is also searchable so that research is very
easy. This product is another of the wonderful historical documents produced by the
NYCentral Modeler staff. These past editions are no long available for download from our
website.
Don't miss out on this complete set of NYCentral Modelers produced through 2018. It
contains many wonderful articles about modeling the NYCS and features articles written by
both NYCSHS members and non-members who model the NYCS.
The MSPR is $36.95 and the NYCSHS member’s price is $29.56 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free for US customers but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
Non-US customers will pay actual cost of shipping.
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Bethlehem Car Works HO-Scale Heavyweight Passenger Cars

Boston & Albany Coach Kit
MSRP $39.95 NYCSHS members price $31.96 at 20% off MSRP
NO PHOTOS
Pullman 10-2 Plan 3584 Sleeper w/PM AC Kit
Pullman 10-2 Plan 3584 Sleeper w/Ice AC Kit
MSRP $59.95 NYCSHS members price $47.96 at 20% off MSRP

NYC Split Letterboard Coach
MSRP $39.95. NYCSHS Members Price $31.96 and that is 20% off MSRP for members.

NYC 8-1-3 Tower Sleeper
MSRP $59.95. NYCSHS Members Price $47.96 and that is 20% off MSRP for members.
http://www.nycshs.net/The-Bethlehem-Car-Works-Inc_c_108.html
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NYCSHS Announces Herron Rail Videos Complete Line of NYC
Videos
Brand New!!!!!

Reflections of the NYC Vol. 2 & 1 - NYC Indiana Division 1956 Vol. 1 & 2

Niagara’s Last Stand - Donald J Krofta’s Steam & Diesel on the NYC Big Four Vol. 1,2, & 3

All of these videos are priced the same.
This is your chance to pick up one or all of these wonderful NYC videos representing
much of the history of our favorite railroad. Many hours of enjoyment available at the
members’ price of 20% off MSRP.
The MSPR is $39.95 and the NYCSHS members’ price is $31.96 and that is 20% off
MSRP.
Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
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New York Central System Diesel Locomotives (DVD Version)

By William D. Edson with H.L. Vail, Jr. and C.M. Smith
Published by the NYCSHS in 1978 and Re-Issued in 1995
Now Available in a Digital Version
MSRP $35.00. NYCSHS Members' Price is $27.00 and that is 20% off MSRP.
Shipping is free, but Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.
To order: http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Engineering-Drawing-CDs-DVDs_c_17.html

Books, Books, Books

All NYCS Books can be found at:
http://nycshs.3dcartstores.com/Morning-Sun_c_102.html
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Bluford N-Scale NYC Bay Window Caboose
(Half Window Version)

Buford Shops' newest offering a N-scale half bay window caboose includes a New York Century Green mode
The ready-to-run models feature magnetically operating knuckle couplers, Fox Valley Models metal wheels
wire grab irons, window “glass”, and plenty of weight. Road numbers 21039 and 21047 are offered.
The model is painted to represent one of NYC's Lot 919 bay window cabooses. These 100 cars were built a
NYC's Despatch Shops in East Rochester New York in 1963 and numbered 21000 to 21099. They were th
first NYC's cabooses delivered in Century Green and the first that were compliant with the Pooled Caboos
Agreement between the Order of Railway Conductors & Brakemen, the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen an
the NYC. The Lot 919 cabooses feature stainless steel iceboxes, flush toilets, 50-gallon water tanks, axe
driven generators for electric lighting and a railroad radio.
The N-scale model is patterned after an International Car Company caboose that was sold to many railroads
There are some differences between the model and the prototype NYC Lot 919 caboose. Some of thes
differences include three welded panels on either side of the bay window, where the prototype has four rivete
panels on either side of the bay window. Their bottom side sill on the model has a straight sill while th
prototype lot 919 has a tabbed sill. There are minor differences in the side windows and bay windows a
well. These cabooses are an acceptable stand in model until a more accurately detailed model become
available.

MSRP 39.95 NYCSHS Members Price $31.96
Shipping is extra and Ohio residents’ pay 8% Ohio Sales Tax

http://www.nycshs.net/Bluford-Shops-N-Scale_c_74.html
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MTH 2019 Catalog Items for Pre-Order

MTH Imperial O-Scale NYC Hudson

MTH Imperial O-Scale NYC ESE Hudson MTH Premier O-ScaleNYC Mohawk

MTH (P&LE) Premier NYC GP-7

MTH Premier NYC GP-40

And a bunch of NYCS O-Scale Rolling Stock
All at the NYCSHS Members’ Discount
Click Below to View
http://www.nycshs.net/MTH-RailKing-O-Scale_c_75.html
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NYCSHS Model Offering Thoughts
As another new year begins, your NYCSHS team continues to look for new ways to support you in your interest in th
NYCS. We have a small team of dedicated individuals who spend many hours working for the NYCSHS in a variety o
ways. We work in the Archives, Modeling, Membership, Advertising & Promotion, Financial, Business, Collinwood Shop
Directors, and Convention teams. Many of us put in over 40 hours a week volunteering for the Society. All of this
because we love the NYCS.
Of course, we also have a few dedicated individuals who work with me every quarter to help me produce this wonderfu
magazine. And we would love to hear from you about what you think about the NYCentral Modeler and about th
NYCSHS modeling program. Just take a minute or two to let us know what you think. We will even publish it in our RP
column in the next issue.
We know that many of you model the NYCS in a variety of ways. Several of you have shared your modeling with us b
writing articles and sharing photos for the NYCentral Modeler. I only wish that more of you would do that. We need
constant flow of articles to make the magazine a continued success. I hear from time-to-time from some of you that yo
wish we had more articles about modeling in this or that scale, or a particular location, or a particular road. Of course, th
only way we can do that is for you to write the article.
Every month we ask for articles and every month we are getting a few, but we need more if we are going to keep th
magazine going. We do have a few regular writers who contribute articles regularly, but we need some more. Several o
our other railroad historical societies had modeling magazines in the past but have ceased to publish from lack of article
We hope we don’t end up like them. Only you can make the difference and keep us going.
Please take a few minutes to consider doing an article for us. We will help you with doing it. We have material that wi
help you along. In an earlier issue, I wrote an article about how to write an article. Take a look at that article (1stQtr 2017
and contact us about sharing your modeling with all of us. All of our editions from 2011 through 2018 are now availab
on the NYCentral Modeler 2011- 2018 DVD for sale in the Collinwood Shop. Be sure to purchase a copy so that you hav
all of those.
We need you to help us continue the work of the Society by volunteering to join us in the work of the Society. Now is th
time to get up from the couch and tell us you are willing to be part of the future of the Society. Send me an email or giv
me a call and join the fun and excitement that is the NYCSHS.
Of course we are very interested in your thoughts on this and you can always send me an email with those thoughts o
climb aboard as a volunteer to NYCBigFour@verizon.net or 703-407-3059

Thanks, Noel
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Do you love the NYC? How about helping the
NYCSHS preserve the memory. Do your part.

Preview Of 2nd
Quarter 2019 issue

If you have read this edition of the NYCentral Modeler, you can’t help
but be impressed by the fine modelers out there in our membership.
You also should have been impressed with all of the things we are
doing to help you model the NYCS. We have been publishing great
articles from many of you in all scales. We note that several other
Historical Societies’ modeling magazines have gone out of
production from lack of member articles. Don’t let that happen to
us.
We really do need your help to keep all of the momentum going in the
Society. A lot of work is being done to improve our support to
members. We need articles and photos for this magazine. We need
some people to work with us on the Membership Committee. We
could use more help in the NYCSHS archives, backup people for the
website and the Collinwood Shop, and someone with some financial
knowledge to help out our Treasurer.
We all are busy, but it only takes a few hours a month to help us out.
We have gotten a few new volunteers now working with us. They
believe that the Society is a priority for them. How about you? Why
not join the fun and excitement of involvement in something that is
really worthwhile. Just do it!!! NYCSHS@verizon.net

Vinny DeRoberts second
section appears in the
next issue.
Always looking for
good articles and
photos for the 3rd Qtr.
2019 edition. Let us see
your handiwork.

Watch the website, www.nycshs.org, for more information and
updates. For questions and inquiries, contact Noel Widdifield at
NYCBigFour@verizon.net

Brian Marotta tells us that a “Pipe
Leak Leads to Scenery Work and
More”
As we continue in the winter modeling season, the NYCHS would
very much like to include an article by you in the next issue that will
be released in the 2nd Qtr. 2019 edition. You should be doing a lot
more with your layout or modeling during these winter months. If you
will be building things for your railroad or running your trains, this
would be a good time to take some photos and do an article for us. We
really would love to hear about your modeling or see your layout. We
offer a good opportunity to showcase your talents or collection. Even if
you don’t feel you can write an article, just send us some photos of
your layout. We need them for all of our publications, but to make the
next one, send them to us by November 15, 2018.
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And
Bob Shaw continues his feature,
“NYCS O-Gauge Model Railroading”
in the April 1, 2019 edition.
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